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For decades soil scientists have, consciously or unconsciously, 
"classified" soils as to fertility, productivity, or inherent fertility -
whichever term happened to be in vogue at the time. They found, through 
the process or trial and error, that their field classification was often 
wrong, sometimes drastically so. 
At one time, the soil chemists also attempted to characterize soils 
as to their value for plant growth, based generally on the laboratory 
tests they made for plant nutrients - total and available. The chemist 
similarly found that his prophecies often proved erroneous. 
Statistical methods were also applied in an attempt to evaluate the 
productivity of soils; these methods were generally based on a statisti-
cal treatment of yield data, This gave useful information when limited 
to the type vegetation, type soil and type management with which they 
dealt. Unfortunately this is merely a "soil rating" based on tradition-
al or prevailing land use with an average level of management and con-
tributes little to the real understanding of soils and soil potentials, 
Each of the above investigators, and many others, contributed much 
to the contemporary knowledge of soils and the soil's relative ability 
to produce vegetation. Today it is realized that the potential of a soil 
cannot be found by using any one, or even the whole combination, of meth-
ods mentioned, Soil genesis, morphology, fertility and management, along 
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with statistical treatment of yields and cropping history, leaves en-
tirely too many variables for confident predictions. This is not to say 
that a knowledge of each does not narrow the possible error of predic-
tion. It does. 
It is generally agreed among agriculturists that soil tests within 
themselves are of limited value for making fertilizer recommendations 
on specific soils. This is due to the numerous other variables which 
greatly influence plant growth. If, on the other hand, a great deal is 
known about a soil's morphology and the climate under which it develops, 
soil testing becomes an invaluable aid in making useful fertilizer re-
commendations. Alert Extension Service technicians have consequently 
learned to support their recommendations with a general knowledge of the 
soils and environmental conditions which prevail in their areas. 
This study deals with soil test data made over the entire State of 
Oklahoma: 'rhe writer realizes many of the lirrd tations imposed upon soil 
testing results, whether used for fertilizer recommendations or for more 
general soil-plant predictions; consequently, no attempt has been made 
to rate soils as to their respective productivity. It is however, fer-
vently hoped that this study will prove of some value - or perhaps even 
serve as a 11 stepping stone11 - to future investigations of greater re-
finement, involving more exhaustive methods, which will bring us nearer 
an accurate means of evaluating soil potential. 
At the present time, a soil association map and report of Oklahoma 
are being prepared which will show areas of principal soils and the re-
lationship of these soils (associations) to the Problem Areas in Soil 
Conservation. The specific aim of this thesis is to characterize these 
soil associations as to fertility status based on laboratory analysis 
for total organic matter, available phosphorus, exchangeable potassium 
and soil reaction. 
What would be the value of such information? It should. be just as 
useful to agricultural leaders in a state or county as such information 
about his farm is to the progressive farmer. (1),1 
1. The information would aid research workers in orienting their 
research. 
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2. It would give educational and action agencies, as well as fer-
tilizer and lime industries 1 a basis for evaluating or promoting their 
programs. 
3, A comparison of this study with earlier and later similar 
studies will reflect trends in soil fertility; trends in nutrient status 
would reflect the effectiveness of research, educational and action 
programs. 
4, It would give the soil scientist mapping soils a more factual 
knowledge of the comparative fertility status of the soils he is classi-
fying, 
5, The results could be used by Extension Service technicians for 
correlative purposes, thereby giving support to their own soil testing 
results. 
6, It could conceivably help 11 pilot 11 the work for a more detailed 
study on the fertility characterization of soil series and types, which 
is a necessary part of soil productivity investigations. 
1Figures in parenthesis refer to literature cited, 
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Background 
In the State of Oklahoma thirteen Problem Areas in Soil Conservation 
are recognized. These are generally based on climate (rainfall being 
the major criterion), geology, physiography and vegetation. (2). A 
Problem Area might include numerous unlike soil series and types; how-
ever, the major soil associations within a Problem Area would have, at 
least, a 11 common denominator 11 wh;i.ch could be applied successfully to soil 
conservation needs and management requirements. Physically similar soil 
series and types were grouped into soil units which became the basi~ for 
a mapping system used by the Soil Conservation Service from 1943 till 
recent years. 
The following description of a soil unit was used in this mapping 
system which was known as the Farm Planning Conservation Survey, 
A soil unit will include all soils within a problem area in soil con-
servation that have· similar profile characteristics such as depth, tex-
ture, structure, permeability and consistence of the various horizons. 
All variations of the unit under similar conditions should have similar 
crop adaptabilities, be about equally productive, and require and respond 
to the same conservation practices. Any soil unit may include several 
types or soil series providing there is a similarity as described above 
and regardless of whether or not they are adjoining or in close associa-
tion. 
Each soil unit was further classified into one of the eight land use 
capability classes, based on potentialities, limitations and needs.l 
Delimitations 
This study has been limited to the possible valid interpretations 
concerning the fertility of soils in Oklahoma soil associations which 
l§oil Conservation Surveys, Memo. fif2, Second Revisio~, U.S. Dept. 
of Agri., Soil Conservation Service (Fort Worth, 1951), p. 1. 
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can be made from chemical soil tests of Farm Planning Conservation Survey 
soil units and Pawnee County soil types and phases. The soil unit tests 
numbering ll,8Jl cover the period from 1944 to 1954. The Pawnee Cou.~ty 
tests numbering 1,131 cover the period from 1944 to 1954. 
Definitions 
Soil association, as used here, means a group of geographically as-
sociated soils developing in a generally similar kind of parent material, 
under a similar type vegetation. Each soil association occupies a re-
stricted climatic range. 
CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
Few studies concerning the nutrient status of defined soil units on 
a large area basis have been undertaken and reported in the literature, 
This is understandable when the large amount of field survey progress 
and laboratory testing that is necessary is considered. This, too, con-
cerns only the inventory phase of fertility findings; interpretive work 
on large area studies is extremely rare, 
Due, presumably, to the u pressure of time'1 several short cuts to 
rate soils numerically as to productivity have been ably attempted. 
These pressures could be defined as an urgent need for suitable classi-
fications for such purposes as (1) taxation assessment, (2) conservation 
of agricultural land resources and (3) land appraisal. The Bureau of 
Chemistry and Soils, United States Department of Agriculture, is cred-
ited with pioneer work in rating soils numerically as to productivity. 
Such ratings are generally a part of the Federal Soil Survey Report. 
Some representative methods or approaches to various fertility and/or 
productivity classification schemes have been selected and will be pre-
sented by the writer. 
Anderson et al. (3) presented a method for classifying and evalu-
ating soils having reasonably similar productivity and use sui.tab:Hi ties. 
Using forty-three farms in Johnson County, Nebraska, the relative effect 
of slope and erosion on yield of corn, wheat, oats and alfalfa was es-
6 
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timated for forty-nine land types occurring within the county. A refer-
ence point was first established by estimating the yield of land types 
considered the most productive for corn, wheat, and oat production. The 
other land types having varying slope and erosion classes were then as-
signed yield values relative to the most productive type. These estim-
ated yields on the representative types were then adjusted to the cor-
responding land types for the entire county. The actual acre yield es-
timates were so derived that when weighted according to the acreage al-
lotted they equaled the estimate (county reports) for gross county pro-
duction. 
Anderson observed that various crops doubtless respond differently 
to soil conditions but there was a lack of data on which such yield re-
sponses could be based. No mention of chemical soil tests or nutrient 
status was made. 
Parker et al. (1) demonstrated a method of using soil test data to 
show the nutrient status of soils in a state. Limitations of the data 
as well as limited interpretive material showing how the results of the 
tests reflect inherent differences in soils as well as differences in 
management were presented. The study was made on Tennessee and North 
Carolina soils ~nd counties were characterized according to relative 
nutrient levels for available phosphorus, potassium, magnesium, calcium 
and degree of acidity. 
Peech (4) presented a report on the nutrient status of potato,-pro-
ducing soils of the Atlantic and Gulf Coast area. It was apparent that 
the native nutrient levels of the soils studied were generally very low, 
but there had been a marked accumulation of readily soluble phosphorus 
and exchangeable potassium. The extent of this accumulation varied in 
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different soils and areas depending upon the chemical characteristics of 
the soils and upon farm management, particularily upon the number of 
rears that the field had been under the intense fertilization common in 
potato production. Potassium had apparently accumulated to a lesser de-
gree than phosphorus due to the heavy leaching of fertilizer salts as 
indicated by the high levels of potassium found in the subsoils. The 
organic matter was found to be quite variable even among different soil 
types within the same series. Incident to the control of potato scab 
the soils were purposely maintained at a very acid reaction. 
Using the results of 6200 surface and 1400 sub-surface chemical soil 
tests for easily soluble phosphorus, Harper (5) classified Oklahoma soils 
into five groups for available phosphorus - very low, low, medium, high 
and very high. These levels were derived after correlation with field 
response. The soils were studied and characterized by county groups and 
by geographic regions, i.e., northeast, southeast, north-central, south-
central, northwest and southwest Oklahoma. 
Harper's results showed that greater than fifty percent of the soils 
in eastern Oklahoma (roughly, from the west boundaries of Kay, Logan and 
Carter Counties eastward) contained less than fifty pounds of easily 
soluble phosphorus per acre. Many of the subsoils in eastern Oklahoma 
were extremely low in available phosphorus. Although many soils in west-
ern Oklahoma were classified as deficient in easily soluble phosphorus, 
most of these were only medium in deficiency. The bottomland soils were 
generally higher in available phosphorus than adjacent uplands, except 
where the sediments were washed in from local sources which were low in 
easily soluble phosphorus. 
The State of Oklahoma was divided into thirteen soil areas based on 
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variations in topography, rainfall, age, kind of soil material and the 
effect of vegetation on soil development. (6). An examination of these 
areas on a map show they closely approximate the Oklahoma Problem Areas 
in Soil Conservation. Chemical soil tests for total nitrogen, total and 
easily soluble phosphorus, and so:tl reaction were made on these thirteen 
soil areas. The results showed that the Black Wa:x-y soils and Alluvial. 
soils contained the highest total nitrogen and total phosphorus content; 
but with those two exceptions, the Prairie soils were higher in total 
nitrogen than the other areas, 
Based on the analysis of 21,792 surface soils and a comparison of 
3,259 surface and 3,259 subsurface soils Harper (7) classified Oklahoma 
soils as- to seven levels of acidity. Specifically defined soil units, 
once again, were not considered in the results presented. Counties and 
geographical regions were characterized and the results of these soil 
reaction levels were interpreted as being due, primarily, to rainfall 
(leaching) and to a lesser extent, degree of slope, erosion and the ef-
fect of cultivation and natural vegetation. Moderately to strongly acid 
soils were found in eastern Oklahoma with a majority of these falling 
in the eastern fourth of the State. 
Soil scientists analyzed 6,379 soil samples representing every 
county in Oklahoma to study the potassium content of these soils in re-
lation to crop production. Tests were further made on eighty-five dif-
ferent soil types and twenty-eight pairs of samples from virgin soils 
and adjacent areas of cultivated land. The results of these tests showed 
eighteen percent were in the very low level of exchangeable potassium. (8). 
Most of these soils found to be very low were located in eleven eastern 
and southeastern Oklahoma counties. The causes of low exchangeable 
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potassium content were shown to be related to texture and character of 
soil material. Harper concluded that "there was no indication that soil 
acidity was associated with potassium deficiency". It was further con-
cluded that medium and fine textured soils usually contain more exchange-
able potassium than sandy soils for two reasons: (1) leaching is most 
rapid on sandy soils; (2) the predominant type of clay mineral in Okla-
homa soils (montmorillonite), has a high base exchange capacity and holds 
practically all of the exchangeable potassium. The possibility of Kao-
linite being associated with low exchangeable potassium on some eastern 
Oklahoma soils was not excluded. 
The results of the tests on eighty-five soil types were presented 
and four series were especially low in exchangeable potassium - Parsons, 
Bates, Bowie and Norfolk. The data presented indicated that up to that 
time (1950) the effect of cropping had not seriously reduced the ex-
changeable potassium content which was originally present in a sufficient 
quantity for the growth of crops having a high requirement for potassium. 
CHAPTER III 
METHOD AND PROCEDUB.E 
Materials 
Soil units within Oklahoma's thirteen Problem Areas in Soil Con-
servation were tested for total organic matter, exchangeable potassium, 
easily soluble phosphorus and acidity by the Soil Conservation Service 
Operations Laboratory at Stillwater, Oklahoma. Test results numbering 
11,831 ori each of the above nutrients and acidity were used in this 
study. 
An unpublished soil association map and report of Oklahoma cover-
ing the above soil units a~d showing areas of principal soils and the 
relationship of these soils (associations) to the Problem Areas were 
used as a comprehensive basis for interpretive study.1 
Soil tests numbering 1,131 for easily soluble phosphorus and acid-
ity -were made in Pawnee Co.unty by the Extension Service located at 
Pawnee, Oklahoma. These tests were related to specific soil types and 
phases by the use of field sheets for a recently completed detailed soil 
survey of Pawnee County. The Pawnee County tests were supplemented by 
complete analysis data made on many of Pawnee County's more important 
1unpublished manuscript map. Soil Conservation Service and Okla-
homa Agricultural Experiment Station. 
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soil types .1 · 
A report on fertilizer consumption in Oklahoma and a Preliminary 
Type~of-Farming Map of Oklahoma were studied for general interpretive 
possibilities. (9, 10). 
Laboratory Procedures 
The test methods used, ranges and final groupings of the nutrient 
and acidity levels for both groups of data were as follows: 
I. Problem Area soil units (surface soil only) 
A. 'l'otal organic matter. The "wet combustion process 11 2 of organic 
carbon oxidation was utilized and results were grouped into 
five classes: very low (0- .8%), low (.81 - 1.3%), medium 
(1.31 - 1.80%), medium plus (1.81 - 2.40%) and high (2.41 +). 
B. Exchangeable potassium. Each soil was extracted with two parts 
of neutral normal ammonium acetate at seventy degrees centi-
grade for one-half hour and the potassiµm i.n the filtrate 
determined with a Perkin-Elmer flame photometer. Results were 
grouped into five classes: very low (0 - 99 lbs/acre), low 
(100 - 124 lbs/acre), medium (125 - 149 lbs/acre), medium plus 
(150 - 200 lbs/acre), and high (200 + lbs/acre). 
C. Easily soluble phosphorus. The Harper method3 was used and re-
sults grouped as very low (0 - 3 lbs/acre), low (4 - 7 lbs/acre), 
lsoils analyzed by Oklahoma Agricultural and Mechanical College, 
Stillwater, Oklahoma. 
2H. J, Harper. Methods for the Analysis of Soil and Plant Material, 
Soils Laboratory, Oklahoma Agricultural and Mechanical College, 1948. 
3Ibid. 
medium (8 - 13 lbs/acre), medium plus (14 - 20 lbs/acre), and 
high ( 20+ lbs/ acre). 
D. Soil reaction. The Beckman, glass electrode pH meter was em-
ployed and the degree of acidity defined as strongly acid 
(pH O - 4.9), moderately acid (pH 5.0 - 5.9), slightly acid 
(pH 6.0 - 6.4), neutral (pH 6.5 - 7.2), basic (pH 7.3 - 7.8) 
and strongly basic ( pH 7. 9+) • 
II. Pawnee County soil types (surface soil only) 
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A. Easily soluble phosphorus •• 02 N H2so4 was used as the extract-
ing agent and groupings were the same as were used on the Prob-
lem Area soil units, 
B. Soil reaction. The Comber colorimetric test was used and var-
ious levels reported as strongly acid (pH 4.9 5.4), moderate-
ly acid (pH 5,5 - 6.0), slightly acid (pH 6.1 - 6.4), very 
slightly acid (pH 6.5 - 6.7) and non-acid and alkaline (pH 6.8+), 
III. Problem Area soil units and Pawnee County soil types were grouped 
for soil reaction indexing and correlative purposes in the follow-
ing manner: strongly acid (pH O - 5.9), slightly acid (pH 6.0 -
6.4), and neutral (pH 6.5+). 
Selection of Data 
The soil tests made by the Extension Service at Pawnee, Oklahoma, 
were recorded by farmer's name, field on the farm and/or specific legal 
description when available. Those tests which could not be specifically 
related to a field shown on the soil survey field sheets were eliminated 
from the data. The tests on several series and types were not used due 
to the insignificant number of tests. 
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Numerous tests made on soil units by the Soil Conservation.Opera-
tions Laboratory were discarded due either to the insignificant number 
of tests for that unit or to the uncertainty of the soil type by which 
it could be appropriately_represented. 
Treatment of the Data 
In conference with other soil scientists.the Farm Planning Conserv-
ation Survey soil units were converted to appropriate soil series.1 It 
was realized that each soil unit would generally include more than one 
· soil series, type or phase; consequently most soil units are represented 
by two or more series. The soil phase 1,,1as interpreted from soil units 
in various capability c_lasses when it was possible to have positive 
knowledge of the soil unit. 
The soil type and phase was taken directly from the field sheets 
of the Pawnee County detailed soil survey when the field or.pasture the 
test represented was located. These series, types and phases have under-
gone final correlation.2 
Both the Pawnee County tests and the Soil Conservation Service 
Operations Laboratory tests were grouped into three classes. The very 
low and low tests were combined and designated as 11 low11 • The medium 
tests were designated as 0 medium11 • The medium-plus and high level tests 
1Harry Galloway, SGS and Exp • .Sta. Soil Scientist; Dr. Fenton Gray, 
As$oc. Prof. of Soils; Louis Derr, formerly State Soil Scientist; Ray 
Marshall, Acting State Soil Scientist; Milton Gault, Area Conservationist. 
2Final review was made in November, 1954, by A. R. Aandahl and 
E. H. Templin. 
• .. 
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were grouped and designated as nhigh11 • The strong and moderate acidity 
levels were combined and designated 11 strong11 ; the slight acidity level 
remained "slight"; and the neutral and basic acidity levels were designa-
ted 11 neutral". The source of the samples from Pawnee County and the meth-
od used in converting Farm Planning Conservation Survey soil units to soil 
types and phases did not justify finer division. 
A weighted average index was calculated for total organic matter, 
exchangeable potassium, easily soluble phosphorus and acidity. (1). In 
order to obtain a single index for each nutrient and acidity the percent-
age of samples in each of the three groups low, medium and high was mult-
iplied by one, two and three respectively. The sum of the figures thus 
obtained divided by 100 gave the index, or weighted average, for the soil. 
The weighted average index was calculated for (1) Pawnee County soil 
types and phases, (2) each soil unit within Problem Areas which had been 
converted to soil series and phases, and (3) for whole Problem Areas in 
Oklahoma. 
In some cases it was suspected that a single soil unit within a 
Problem Area would include two or more series and types with contrast-
ing fertility levels. Where separable geographically the tests on these 
soil units were calculated from data of individual counties and the index 
was figured on separate soil series. 
Following a method used by Parker et al. (1) the indices were divided 
into eight ranges and a relative descriptive term for each range applied 
as· follows: 
LOO - 1.14 
1.15 - 1.42 
1.43 - 1. 70 
1.71 - 1.99 
2.00 - 2.28 
2.29 - 2.57 
2.58 - 2.85 




















RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
The reliability of chemical soil tests, whether used as specific 
means by which to make fertilizer recommendations, or as an aid in pre-· 
dieting soil productivity, has been often discredited. Among different 
individuals varying degrees of skepticism can readily be detected; often 
this relative doubt can be proportionally related to the amount of ex-
perience along those lines which these individuals have had, or by their 
degree of familiarity with the experiences and investigations of others 
in fertility studies. 
In fairness to most of the plant-soil investigators having extensive 
experience in fertility investigations, it must be admitted that these 
individuals generally agree that chemical soil tests are a valuable tool 
in making fertilizer recommendations when interpreted correctly. This 
is true when other soil factors as soil reaction, parent material, soil 
drainage, depth, slope, expected precipitation, and past history are 
known and considered. This acceptance points out a salient fact: that 
chemical soil tests, though far from perfect, are often in unjust dis-
favor, It is more than likely not the test results that are causing 
numerous miscalculations, but is rather a lack of fundamental knowledge 
about the soil factors involved. 
The dilema could be attacked by two approaches. First, the relative 
influence which the various soil factors have on soil tests, as now per-
l7 
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formed in the laboratory, could be further studied and interpreted. 
Secondly, various new or modified soil testing methods could be applied 
in search for more reliable methods. The solution of either approach 
would greatly expedite mastering the other. 
The writer hopes that these observations help to point out the value, 
as well as the limitations, of the data which are to be presented. In 
the first place, an inventory of the nutrient and acidity status (total 
organic matter, soil reaction, acid-soluble phosphorus and exchangeable 
potassium as determined by defined methods) of morphologically defined 
soil units, however broad, is of extreme importance within itself. With-
in this inventory presentation, as will be seen later, are enough speci-
fic instances sufficiently massed (or weighted with adequate repetition) 
to readily lend themselves as a basis for broad interpretive reasoning. 
The writer will attempt to develop the validity of this reasoning in the 
final portion of this paper. The ultimate value of this line of inter-
pretive reasoning will have to stand on its own merits as determined by 
time. 
Pawnee Cou...11ty Soil Types 
Pawnee County soils were used in this study for the following rea-
sons: 
1. The field sheets for a recent detailed soil survey were avail-
able for use. The soil tests made could be directly located on these 
sheets (aerial photographs) and the soil type and phase was shown thereon. 
2. The same technician had made the soil tests over the period of 
time evolved in this study, therefore the relative degree of accuracy 
should remain some~hat constant. 
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J. A suitable record had been kept which helped locate test sites. 
4. Specific soil types and phases having a sufficient number of 
soil tests made on them were necessary to determine whether or not these 
soil types would show correspondingly different test levels. It is be-
lieved that the Pawnee County soil tests were the best available source. 
The soils tested for easily soluble phosphorus and soil reaction by. 
the Extensl:i:on Service technician at Pawnee, Oklahoma, are shown in Table 
I. The soil types and phases were shown which had a sufficient number 
of tests to be considered significant or at least indicative of a defined 
range (low, medium, high) of easily soluble phosphorus and acidity. 
The percentages of tests falling in low, medium and high, as well 
as the number of tests showing strong, slight and non-acid levels of 
acidity were shown on this table to enable the reader to observe the 
method utilized in calculating indices which were used throughout this 
study. The percentages shown for low, medium and high were multiplied 
by one, two and three respectively. The sum of the figures thus obtained 
divided by 100 gave the index, or weighted average, for the soil. 
There is an inherent weakness which is unavoidable in the Pawnee 
County data. Although soil sampling sites were located on the survey 
field sheets as accurately as possible, it is impossible to state whether 
or not individual farmers followed directions ~or taking samples, or how 
well the area sampled represented the soil shown on the map area. 
Another limitation which should be brought to the attention of the 
reader is the lack of information available pertaining to commercial 
fertilizer and lime usage on individual soils. This limitation applies 
to the entire study, not only to Pawnee County soils. While generaliza-
tions can be made from a knowledge of the soil's probable use and pre-
TABLE I 
SOME PAWNEE COUNTY SOIL TYPES WITH EASILY SOLUBLE PHOSPHORUS* 
AND ACIDITY** PERCENTAGE LEVELS ANTI CALCULATED INDICES 
Phosphorus Acidity 
No. % of Samples Testing % of Samples Testing 
Soil Type Slope Tes ti: Low Medium High Index Strong Slight Non-Acid Index 
UPLAND SOILS 
Bates fine sandy loam 2=5% 39 74.4 17.9 7.7 1.33 12.8 28.2 59.0 2.46 
Dennis loam 2-5% 338 84.3 11.5 4.1 1.20 15.4 30.8 53.8 2.38 
Dennis loam eroded 2-5% 27 92.6 7.4 o.o 1.08 11.2 33,3 55.5 2.44 
Kirkland silt loam 0-3% 70 80,0 15.7 4.3 1.24 30.1 32.8 37.1 2.07 
Norge silt loam 2-5% 70 82.8 4.3 12.9 1.30 11.4 40,0 48.6 2.37 
Parsons complex 1-3% 27 70.4 29.6 o.o 1.30 29.6 40.7 29.6 2.00 
Renfrow silt loam 1-3% 39 74.3 17.9 7.7 1.33 23,1 25.6 51.3 2.28 
Renfrow silt loam 3-5% 57 92.9 1.8 5,3 1.12 8.7 28.1 63.2 2.54 
Teller soils 2-5% 65 69.2 21.5 9,3 1.40 6.2 36.9 56.9 2.51 
Vaness silt loam 0-2% 52 59,6 23.1 17,3 1.58 9,6 38.5 5L9 2.42 
Z aneis soils 2-5% 46 84.8 8.7 6.5 1.22 2L7 34.8 43.5 2.22 
BOTTOMLAND SOILS 
I Brewer silty clay loam 0-3% 14 43.0 28,5 28,5 1.85 
l o.o 7.2 92.8 2.93 
Dale silt loam 0-3% 26 46.2 26.9 26.9 1.81 26.9 3.8 69.2 2.42 
Lela soils 0-2% 15 46.6 40.0 13.3 1.67 6.8 26.6 66.6 2.60 
Port silt loam 0-1% 194 54.6 28.9 16.5 1.62 8.3 22.2 69. 5 2.61 
Yahola fine sandy loam 0-3% 21 3EL1 23.8 38.l 2.00 9.5 o.o 90.5 2.81 
Yahola silt loam 0-2% 31 19.4 12.9 67,7 2.48 I o.o 3.2 96.8 I 2.91 
··--- _____ J~. 
* Tests made by Extension Service, Pawnee, Oklahoma, on topsoils only, .02 N. H2S04 extracting agent. 
·H Comber method. 
t5 
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vailing management levels for the region, it remains impossible to estim-
ate past fertilizer application on any specific soil. This problem will 
be discussed more completely in the latter part of this chapter. 
The relative degree of intensive utilization specific soils have 
undergone should be reflected in the nutrient status level. This will 
not always be apparent from the index level, because the "better" soils 
are generally the ones receiving the largest fertilizer increments. 
The greater the number of tests per soil unit the less will be the 
effect of individual variation in past fertilizer and lime treatments, 
whether the treatment was unusually large or small. 
From a study of Table I it can be seen that 
1. Bottomland soils were considerably higher in available phos-
phorus than were the upland soils. 
2. The bottomlands were somewhat higher in pH (more basic) than 
were the uplands. 
3, The easily soluble phosphorus indices for the uplands were all 
"low", ranging from very low for Dennis loam, eroded, to low- for Bates 
sandy loam and Renfrow silt loam. The acidity levels for the uplands 
ranged from slight- for Kirkland silt loam to neutral for Renfrow silt 
loam, 3-5% slope, both of which occupy neutral to basic rocks in western 
Pawnee County. 
4, Vanoss, a high terrace soil near through-flowing streams, formed 
on unconsolidated loams, was found to be intermediate in available phos·-
phorus between bottomland soils and uplands. The phosphorus index for 
Vaness was low+ and the soil reaction neutral. Vaness in Pawnee County 
is cropped intensively. 
5, Phosphorus indices for Pawnee County bottomland soils ranged 
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from low+ for Port silt loam to high- for Yahola silt loam. 
The Arkansas River, forming the north and east boundaries for Pawnee 
County, has deposited sediments rich in plant nutrients along its flood 
bottoms. Yahola, Dale and Brewer developing here, as should be expected, 
are relatively high in available phosphorus and pH level. 
Three Problem Areas in Soil Conservation - the Reddish Prairies, 
Cherokee Prairies and Cross Timbers - extend into Pawnee County. The 
Reddish Prairie soils - Kirkland, Norge, Renfrow, Teller, Va~oss and 
Zaneis - developed on clayey "red beds", silts. and sandstones and had 
slightly higher nutrient indices than the Cherokee Prairie soils which 
developed on shales and sandstones just east of the Reddish Prairies. 
These Cherokee Prairie soils are Bates, Dennis and Parsons. 
There is no representative soil shown for the Cross Timbers, because 
of a general lack of tests for these soils in the county. Physically, 
Teller comes nearer to representing some of the better Cross Timbers, but 
it has been strongly influenced by sediments of aeolian and/or alluvial 
origin, The relatively high index reflects this influence. 
A complete chemical analysis of several major soil types mapped in 
Pawnee County appears in Appendix A. 
Problem Area Soil Units 
Soils within Oklahoma's thirteen Problem Areas. in Soil Conservation 
were mapped by a system known as the Farm Planning Conservation Survey. 
Physically similar soil series and types were grouped into soil units 
throughout the State. A descriptive legend for those soil units used in 
this study is shown in Appendix B. 
The same soil unit can appear in any or all Problem Areas, depending 
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upon physical similarities. Generally, however, the soil unit will in-
clude different soil series when it appears in a different Problem Area, 
due to a difference in the interrelated influences exerted by the soil 
formation factors (climate, parent material, topography, vegetation and 
time) on soil development. 
'l'he chemical soil tests were made on these soil uni ts. The samples 
were collected by soil scientists over a period of years and analyzed 
in the SoiJ. Conservation Service Operations Laboratory at Stillwater, 
Oklahoma. 
In some instances soil units which were somewhat similar morphologi-
cally were grouped in order to pool data which would have been insuff:i.c-
ient in quantity to use alone. In each case, where this grouping was 
done, it was believed to increase the fertility probability of those 
units (when applied to this broad a study), The soil unit having the 
greatest number of tests made on it was always listed first in such group-
ings. 
As previously stated, a soil unit in the Farm Planning Conservation 
Survey (Problem Area soil units) would generally be expected to include 
more than one series or type. This fact was one of the major drawbacks 
to this study. An attempt was made to name, at least, the major soil 
series that these.various soil units include. 
Some m:i.nor-occurring soil series which have been mapped and possibly 
even tested for availabJ.e nutrients do not appear in this major soil 
series listing. Generally, the soil series believed to be most extensive 
was named first. 
The soils shown in Table II and especially the number of tests shown 
for these soils, give no indication as to the area the soils occupy. 
TABLE II 
NUTRIENT AND ACIDITY INDICES OF OKLAHOMA PROBLEM AREA SOIL UNITS 
High Plains Problem Area 
Indices 
Soil Land Number Organic Phos- Pot as-
Unit Class Major Soils Tests Matter* phorus** sium.*** 
02 1-4 Richfield, Pull- 20 2.05 2.90 3.00 
06 3-7 man, Zita 
07 1-7 Dalhart, Berthoud 20 1.25 2.95 3.00 
70 3-4 
09 1-2 Spur 4 2.75 3.00 3.00 
04 1-2 
12 1-7 Dalhart, Vop.a, 5 1.40. 3.00 3.00 
Tivoli 
17 3-4 Mansker, Potter, 6 2.00 3.00 3.00 
18 1-4 Regnier 
20 3-7 
Totals 55 1.74 2.94 3.00 
Rolling Red Plains Problem Area 
01 1-2 Foard, Hollister, 
05 1-2 Tillman, Lebos 
01 3-4 Tillman 
05 3-4 
01 5-7 Eroded Tillman 
05 5-7 
02 1-7 Abilene, Kiowa, 
La Casa 
03 1-7 Spur 
04 1-7 Norwood,- Port 
08 1-7 
*Total Organic Matter. 
iH~Easily soluble· Phosphorus. 
*i}*Exdbangeaole ~:P.otassium. 
130 2.18 2.87 2.97 
162 2.13 2.78 2.97 
8 1.88 2.62 3.00 
114 2.21 2.90 2.96 
19 2.31 2.95 3.00 















TABLE II (Continued) 
Rolling Red Plains Problem Area (Continued) 
Soil Land Number Organic Phos- Pot as'."" 
Unit Class Major Soils Tests Matter phorus siu.m Acidity 
06 1-7 Abilene, St.Paul, 185 1.89 2.90 2.96 2,87 
60 1-4 Carwile, Lawton 
07 1 1-2 Dill, Carey, 'rip- 102 1.50 2.74 2.86 2.76 
ton, Enterprise 
07 3-4 Woodward, Miles, 215 1.33 2.55 2.87 2.77 
70 1-7 Farnum, Enterprise 
07 5-7 
09 1-7 Port, Yahola, Spur,145 1.63 2.93 2.92 2.98 
Sweetwater 
12 1-7 Pratt, Brownfield 89 1.12 1.94 2.70 2.85 
13 3-7 Tivoli 5 1.00 2.00 1.80 2.80 
15 3-7 Lincoln 8 1.00 3.00 2.00 3.00 
20 1-7 Quinlan-Woodward 97 1.74 2.75 2.85 2.88 
19 3-4 complex 
17 3-7 
25 1-7 
27 1-2 Vernon, rough 10 2.22 2.80 3.00 2.91 
24 1-7 brokenland-Vernon, 
Harmon 
Totals 1417 1.80 2.75 2.90 2.83 
Reddish Prairies Problem Area 
01 1-2 Tabler, Renfrow 85 2.12 2.41 2.96 2.76 
01 3-4 
02 1-4 Fairview, Rusk 53 2.40 2.34 2.83 2.47 
02 5-7 
03 1-7 Lela, Roebuck, 28 2.57 2.39 2.92 2.57 
Miller 
· 04 1-7 Port, Kay, Brewer 474 2.46 2.56 2.85 2.68 
08 1-7 
05 1-2 Tabler, Kirkland 270 2.23 1.78 2.82 1.85 
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TABLE II (Continued) 
Reddish Prairies Problem Area (Continued} 
Soil Land Number Organic Phos- Pot as-
Unit Class Maj,or Soils Tests Matter phorus sium Acidity 
05 3-4 Renfrow, Kirkland 510 1.92 1.46 2.68 1.94 
05 5-7 Eroded Renfrow 67 1.73 1.39 2.56 2.13 
01 5-7 
06 1-2 Pond Creek, Norge, 160 1.99 2.54 2.89 2.20 
Bethany, King-
fisher 
06 3-7 Zaneis, Norge 215 1.71 1.49 2.68 2.,09 
07 1-2 Grant, Chickasha, 495 1.71 2.12 2.82 2.18 
70 1-2 Vanoss, Minco, 
Teller 
07 3-7 Grant, Cobb, 882 1.57 1.65 2.66 2.23 
70 3-7 Teller, Minco 
09 1-4 Port, Yahola, 616 1.72 2.59 2.74 2.64 
09 5-7 Reinach 
12 1-7 Pratt, Cobb, 93 1.14 2.34 2.55 2.58 
Dougherty 
13 3-7 Derby, Tivoli 4 1.50 2.00 2.50 3.00 
15 1-7 Lincoln 35 1.31 2.47 2.46 2.78 
16 3-4 Stamford 33 1.82 2.30 2.91 2.67 
17 3-4 
19 3-7 
20 1-4 Lucien, Nash 100 1.46 1.96 2.79 2.42 
20 5-7 
24 3-7 Vernon, Lucien 45 2.11 2.02 2.85 2.69 
25 1-7 
Totals 4165 1.83' 2.03 2.75 2.31 
Cherokee Prairies Problem Area 
01 1-7 Okemah, Woodson 43 2.54 1.48 2.06 1.98 
02 1-4 
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TABLE II (Continued) 
Cherokee Prairies Problem Area (Continued) 
Soil Land NUII1ber Organic Phos- Pot as-
Unit Class Major Soils Tests Matter phorus sium Acidity 
03 1-7 Verdigris, Osage, 164 2. 54 1.86 2.30 2.10 
04 1-7 Lightning 
08 1-7 
05 1-7 Parsons, Taloka, 343 2.41 1.23 1.75 1.68 
Cherokee 
06 l-7 Dennis, Chotea"' 529 2.32 1.18 1.95 1.55 
07 1-7 Bates 359 2.10 1.26 1.78 1.57 
20 3-7 
09 1-7 Verdigris, Cleora, 109 2.42 1.80 2.37 2.25 
Mason 
17 3-7 Talihina, Collins- 45 2.69 1.22 2.62 1.76 





Totals 1592 2.33 1.33 1.95 1.70 
Ouachita Highlands Problem Area 
(Arkansas Valley, Boston Mts. and Ouachita Mts.) 
03 1-.2 Atkins 5 3.00 2.00 3.00 1.40 
5-7 
05 1-7 Parsons, '.l'aloka, 49 1.69 1.06 1.95 1.32 
Le Flore 
06 1-7 Conway, Enders, 102 1.88 1.19 1.90 1.70 
19 3-7 Tyler 
07 1-7 Linker, Cleburne, 280 1.60 1.22 1.83 1.82 
20 3-7 Waynesboro 
08 1-7 Philo 87 2.33 1.22 2.26 1.71 
04 1-4 
09 1-7 Pope 64 2.00 1.33 2.22 1.75 
12 3-7 Dougherty, Stid- 24 1.12 1.04 1.52 1.79 
70 1-7 ham, Teller 
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TABLE II (Continued) 
Ouachita Highlands Problem Area (Continued) 
Soil Land Number Organic Phos- Pot as.;. 
Unit Class Major Soils Tests Matter phorus sium Acidity 
25 3-7 Hector, Potts- 15 2.40 1.00 2.Li] 1.60 
27 3-7 ville 
Totals 626 L80 1.20 L96 1.73 
Grand Prairie Problem Area 
02 1-7 Denton, San Saba 304 2.81 L96 2.74 2.63 
01 1-7 
03 1-7 Kaufman, Trinity, 27 2.67 2.52 2.85 2.62 
Navasota, Bell 
04 1-7 Gowen, Catalpa, 314 2.68 2.39 2.84 2.72 
09 1-4 May 
08 1-7 
05 1-7 Wilson, Irving 36 2.03 L28 1.91 2.11 
06 1-7 Durant 205 2.26 1.44 2. 54 2.21 
07 1-7 Choctaw, Newtonia 99 1.85 1.39 2.34 2.06 




Totals 1008 2.53 1.91 2.68 2.49 
Bluestem Hills Problem Area 
02 1-7 Summit, Woodson 31 2.76 1.39 2.41 2.13 
05 1-2 
03 1-4 Osage, Muir, 11 3.00 1.96 3.00 1.47 
04 1-4 Verdigris 
06 1-7 Labette JO 3.00 1.84 2.75 L8J 
07 1-4 Newtonia 4 2.75 2.00 2.75 2.50 
08 1-2 Verdigris, Mason 9 2.78 2.11 3.00 1.22 
09 1-2 
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TABLE II (Continued) 
Bluestem Hills Problem Area (Continued) 
Soil Land Number . Organic Phos- Potas-
Unit Class Major Soils Tests Matter phorus sium Acidity 
20 3-4 Sogn 5 2.20 1.80 3.00 2.00 
28 5-7 
Totals 90 2.83 1.73 2.69 1.84 
Ozark Highlands-(Prairie) Problem Area 
01 1-4 Woodson 20 2.85 1.50 2.04 2.10 
17 3-7 
02 1-7 Summit 50 2.80 1.74 2.48 2.34 
04 1-2 Muir 4 2.25 2.00 2.50 1. 75 
5-7 
05 1-7 Parsons, Gerald 57 2.35 1.12 1.36 1.46 
06 1-7 Dennis, Lawrence, 136 2.64 1.21 1.50 1.43 
Choteau 
07 1-7 Newtonia, Craig, 134 2.38 1.19 1.70 1.67 
19 3-7 Cabanal, Riverton 
25 5-7 
08 1-2 Huntington 26 2.69 1.31 2.12 1.62 
09 1-7 
20 5-7 Bodine 50 2.66 1.20 1.74 1.58 
Totals 477 2.56 1.27 1.73 1.66 
Ozark Highlands Problem Area 
01 1-4 Summit 5 3.00 1.20 1.40 1.80 
02 3-4 
17 1-2 
05 1-7 Guthrie 10 2.20 1.20 1.50 2.10 
06 1-7 Lawrence 40 2.32 1.17 1.77 1.72,. 
' 19 3-4 
07 1-7 Nixa, Baxter, 85 2.10 1.34 2.10 1.66 
Ca banal 
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TABLE II (Continued) 
Ozark Highlands Problem Area (Continued) 
Soil Land Number Organic Phos- Pot as-
Unit Class Major Soils Tests Matter phorus sium Acidity 
09 1-7 Huntington, 51 2.67 1.84 2.43 1.94 
08 1-4 Roane, Melvern 
20 1-7 Bodine 26 2.77 1.50 2.20 1.65 
24 5-7 
25 5-7 
Totals 217 2.38 1.44 2.09 1.76 
Granitic Soils Problem Area 
02 1-7 Garrett 78 2.38 2.12 2.83 2.46 
01 1-4 
05 1-7 Garrett 24 1.87 1.83 2.83 2.17 
06 1-7 Lawton, Chigley, 29 2.06 1.20 2.61 1.96 
11 3-7 Roff, Gilson 
07 1-7 Tishomingo 16 2.00 1.88 3.00 2.06 
09 1-4 Port, Pulaski 13 1.92 2.38 2.83 2.28 
Totals 160 2.17 1.91 2.80 2.27 
Cross Timbers Problem Area 
03 3-7 Roebuck, Lela 4 1.25 1.50 2.50 2.25 
04 1-7 Miller 32 2.00 2.00 2.51 2.65 
08 1-4 
06 1-7 Nimrod, Windthorst, 95 1.40 1.47 2.20 2.17 




07 1-4 Stephenville,__ 555 1.28 1.47 2.15 2.19 
70' 1-4 Dougherty, Stid-
ham, Noble, Teller 
07 5-7 Stephenville, 222 1.28 1.24 1.95 2.22 
70 5-7 Windthorst 
19 3-7 Eroded and shallow 
20 1-7 phases 
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TABLE II (Continued) 
Cross Timbers Problem Area (Continued) 
Soil Land Number Organic Phos- Pot as-
Unit Class Major Soils Tests Matter phorus sium Acidity 
09 1-1 Pulaski, Port, 214 1.38 1.86 2.23 2.65 
15 1-7 Gowen, Mason 
12 1-7 Dougherty, Stid-· 108 1.12 1.67 1.99 2.46 
ham 
13 3-7 Eufaula~ Derby 21 1.00 1.90 1. 53 2.47 
24 1-2 Darnell and rough 7 1.29 1.43 2.57 2.00 
25 3-4 sandstone lands 
27 3-7 
Totals 1258 1.31 1.54 2.13 2.32 
Forested Coastal Plain Problem Area 
04 1-4 Iuka, Bibb 10 1.50 1.00 1.40 2.00 
08 1-7 
05 1-7 Caddo, Lufkin, 14 1.42 1.07 1.92 1.50 
01 5-7 Myatt 
06 1-7 Boswell, Kirvin, 57 1.24 1.17 1.83 1.89 
10 1-2 Sawyer, Susque-
11 5-7 hanna 
07 1-7 Bowie, Ruston, 137 1.16 1.53 1.42 2.17 
12 1-7 Norfolk 
13 3-4 
09 1-7 Ochlockonee 26 1. 58 1.62 2.62 2.27 
19 3-7 Cuthbert 13 1.30 1.23 1.40 2.00 
20 3-7 
Totals 257 1.27 1.40 1.59 2.07 
-------~ 
Bottomlands Problem Area 
03 1-7 Pledger, Lela, 30 2.73 2.50 2.97 2.67 
Perry. 
04 1-7 Dale, McLain, 251 2.46 2.75 2.81 2.72 
08 1-7 Port, Miller, 
Norwood, Spur 
TABLE II (Continued) 
' 
. ··-··· - ...• -·- -~-- -
Bottomlands Problem Area (Continued) 
Soil Land Number Organic Phos- Pot as-
Unit Class Major Soils Tests Matter phorus sium Acidity 
09 1-7 Yahola, Reinach, 357 1.76 2.56 2.56 2.55 
Canadian, Port 
15 1-7 Lincoln 33 1.18 2.77 2.13 2.76 
Totals 671 2.03 2.65 2.64 2.63 
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There are relatively few tests for shallow, stony pasture land over the 
State. In areas where fertility is not considered a positive limiting 
factor to crop production (such as the High Plains in western Oklahoma), 
there were also few tests by which to characterize these soils. Soils 
showing the highest number of tests are the ones being used most in-
tensively. 
In Table II the thirteen Problem Areas were listed separately. Soil 
units were arranged in numerical order; the major soil series were named 
and the number of tests made for each nutrient and acidity was shown. 
The calculated index for each nutrient and acidity as well as the index 
for the entire Problem Area are also listed. 
These same Problem Areas are shown in Appendix C arranged in dif-
ferent order: Problem Areas and soil units were listed according to 
their relative indices - the higher indices first. The indices for total 
organic matter, exchangeable potassium, easily soluble phosphorus and 
soil reaction were listed separately for the sake of convenience and 
simplicity. 
From a study of Table II or Appendix Cit can be seen that the 
bottomland soils were almost without exception higher in nutrient status 
and soil reaction (more basic) than were the upland soils. 
The next group of soils which were generally relatively high in 
nutrient status and pH were the deepy fine textured, slowly or very 
slowly permeable soils. 
In numerous instances that group of soi.ls mapped as shallow, rough 
broken or rough stony land were found to be considerably higher in nut-
rient and acidity levels than might be expected from a knowledge 
of these soils' morphology or land use suitability. 
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The three general groups referred to above as having relatively high 
indices - indicating higher nutrient and pH levels - are not necessarily 
highly productive soils, nor are they physically ideal for average methods 
of management. For instance, some of the bottomland soils are subject to 
overflow hazards; some others could be abnormally high in soluble salts. 
Many of the fine textured, very slowly permeable soils are poorly drained 
and may have undesirable tilth. The shallow, rough, stony soils are, of 
course, unfit for economical crop production. These shallow soils are 
incapable of holding enough water to encourage vigorous vegetative growth, 
and are often located on steep topography, making them difficultly acces-
sible and especially susceptible to accelerated erosion. 
That group of soils which were notable low in nutrient levels are 
the coarse textured, permeable and freely permeable soil units. This is 
probably due to inherently low fertility and low ion exchange capacity. 
These soils are subject to intense leaching due to the open, permeable 
profiles. In some cases, due to the small number of soil tests made, 
these coarse textured permeable soils were grouped with other sdls hav-
ing somewhat less 11 open11 profiles. This grouping affected the indices 
of the physically better soils only slightly, due to the comparatively 
greater·number of tests. It tended to absorb and apparently enhance 
the nutrient status of the coarser textured soils. 
The largest number of tests for the upland soils was made on those 
units which may be considered physically superior for the production of 
field crops (this is true when considered on a comparative acreage basis). 
Soil~water relationships and tilth are ideal on those soils which are 
deep, medium textured and moderately permeable. As can be seen in Table. 
II, these were not, generally, among the soil units with the highest 
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indices. This was anti.cipated by the writer and can be explained with 
reasonable justification, These soils, due to their lower ion exchange 
capacity, as compared with the fine textured soils, would be expected to 
hold less plant nutrients; permeability is freer and therefore suggest-
ive of greater weathering and leaching. Being relatively higher in 
quartz and lower in weatherable minerals, these soils should be of lower 
original nutrient content than are the finer-textured soils. 
As stated previously, these soils are used intensively and conse-
quently the nutrients, as they become readily available to plants, are 
assimilated quite rap:i.dly. These continuously cropped soils are being 
fertilized and limed as heavily as any other physical group of soils in 
Oklahoma. Generally, however, the amount of fertilizers being added to 
Oklahoma soils does not nearly approach the amount being removed by 
plants. (11). 
The statements made above apply, generally, to the soils tr,.roughout 
the State, and the trends indicated are not restricted to any particular 
Problem Area, although some Problem Areas have fewer exceptions to these 
trends than others. 
Effects of Climate 
Indices were progressively lower, with the exception of those for 
organic matter, (indicating relatively lower available nutrient and pH 
levels), for s,Dil series occurring west to east geographicaJ.ly o Both 
pred.pi tation and temperature increase, generally 1 west to eas·b. (12). 
One notable exception to this trend was bottomland soils, -which had con-
siderably higher indices due to the nutrient-enriched sediments deposited 
by the major streams (the av-ailable phosphorus levels for several bottom-
land soil series occurring in the Forested Coastal Plain, Ouachita High-
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lands and Ozark Highlands were in the low range). 
The most variable indices were those representing total organic mat-
ter percentage. The most apparent trend was in reverse of the other 
indices i.e., they increase with increasing precipitation •. 
Effects of Parent Material 
The effect of parent material was obviously noted on soil series 
occurring on granitic rocks in south central Oklahoma. Even though these 
soils have developed under an annual rainfall of approximately 35", re-
latively conducive to leaching, they showed high potassium indices. An-
other possible contributing factor was the comparative youth of these 
granatic soils. Granitic rock contains large amounts of potassium, and 
through the process of weathering, rather large amounts of exchangeable 
potassium become available. (13), 
At the other extreme the potassium indices for soils developed on 
the unconsolidated sands, sandy clays and clays of the Forested Coastal 
Plain area were, generally, very low in exchangeable potassium. The 
geological formation, (marine deposits of the Eocene group), on which 
these soils developed was probably originally deficient in potassium 
content. (14). 
Not only was potassium indicated as low on these Forested Coastal 
Plain soils; they also appeared to be low in total organic matter content. 
In accord with the theory that parent material is here exerting a strong 
influence, the Cross Timbers soils (also quite sandy morphologically) 
were similarly low in organic matter. 
Increasing total organic matter is apparently not only correlative 
with increasing raipfall and temperature, but is apparently affected by 
the type parent material also. Those soils developing on limestones had 
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considerably higher indices than other soils within a similar climate. 
'rhose series within the Bluest em Hills and Ozark Highlands were the high-
est in total organic matter within the State according to the tests em-
ployed. Waksman (15) considers the clay-humus complex which is held to-
gether by calcium ions as agriculturally more important than the clay-
humus held together by iron, the apparent reason for this being the lat-
ter's less favorable influence on soil structure. 
Effects of Veg§tation..,_To.Pprnh;y and_Time 
Under a defined climate for any geographical area, roughness of 
topography and the physical state - or fineness - of the rock particles 
present depends upon the time exposed to the physical, chemical and bio-
logical weathering agents. In many places on the earth bare granite, 
gneiss or other igneous or metamorphi.c rock outcrops on the surface of 
the lithosphere. This rock has not yet had time to be transformed into 
a elastic state. (13). 
The differential weathering of these rocks progresses with the lapse 
of time and land surfaces are smoothed by the active forces of erosion. 
The products of erosion are removed, transported and redeposited, select-
ively, over the land. 
Soil scientists have learned to recognize the above geological pro-
cesses as directly affecting soils pedologically. There is a positive 
relationship that exists between climax vegetation and the steepness of 
slope as well as physical and chemical constituents of soil parent mater-
ial. This places vegetation in the dependent sense and neglects its in-
dependent influence on soil formation, It should perhaps be explained 
that after a climax type vegetation has been selected ecologically, the 
developing soil is genetically incfluenced by the resulting biosphere. 
Various vegetative materials have different pH ranges, qualities and 
quantities of carbon and nitrogen compounds, and these differences give 
rise to specific soil faunas, the influences of which are reflected in 
soil development. 
Trees dominantly comprise the native vegetation for five of Okla-
homa's thirteen Problem Areas (FC, OH, ZH, CT, GS). From Table II it 
may be noted that these soils generally had low indices, with certain 
reservations. (The effects of vegetation are less apparent on level of 
acidity than on nutrient status. Even this exception is removed when 
those 11 sandier11 soils of the Cross Timbers and Forested Coastal Plain 
are not considered.) 
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The organic matter levels for these soils are low even where they 
have developed under a comparatively high rainfall zone. The trend pre-
viously suggested, i.e., that organic matter, generally, shows an in-
crease with increasing precipitation, does not completely hold tru~ under 
all types of vegetation. For instance, the Ouachita Highlands soils are 
low in organic matter percentage even though they are not especially 
11 sandy11 • 
The Ozark Highlands in which the soils are relatively high in or-
ganic matter, have many areas of prairie where the soils have developed 
from limestone and cherty materials. (The limestone influence on organ-
ic matter has been mentioned earlier.) 
The phosphorus and potassium levels were found, almost without ex-
caption, to be relatively low on those soils developed. under a forest-
type vegetation. The special case of the young, granitic soils has been 
discussed. 
Comparison of Pawnee County Soil Types with 
Appropriate Problem Area Soil Units 
39 
The phosphorus and acidity indices for the two sources of data were 
difficult to compare for the following reasons: 
1. The soil testing methods were different: the acids us-ed for 
leaching had different normalities; and the soil reaction method used 
at Pawnee, Oklahoma, was colorimetric, whereas the Stillwater laboratory 
employed the glass electrode. (The glass electrode method should be 
considered the most exact of the two acidity methodsJ 
2. Soil units, which were the comparison units, generally contain 
more than one soil type. This being the case, the indices for a soil 
unit do not necessarily represent any one s~ries or type, but rather the 
average of the series and types which were mapped (grouped) under that 
soil unit. 
J. The soil units cover a much larger geographical area than the 
soil types in Pawnee County. Although grouped on physical similarities, 
the soil types within this grouping could have been used quite differ-
ently than are the soil types within Pawnee County. Traditional land 
use and management often prevail within geographic areas despite soil 
conservation recommendations to the contrary. 
With these limitations in mind, it was still believed feasible to 
attempt to correlate the data from the above two sources. The soil 
types and their comparable soil units are shown on Table III. The nl1m-
ber of tests and the indices for phosphorus and soil reaction are shown. 
Perhaps it should be stated, once again, that the topsoils only were 
tested; reliability increases with increasing number of tests. 
The upland soils correlate well, considering the limitations men-
TABLE III 
COMPARISON OF PAWNEE COUNTY SOIL TYPES WITH APPROPRIATE PROBLEM AREA UNITS 
Comparable Units i Phosphorus Index Acidity Index 
Pawnee County No. Problem Soil Capability No. Problem Proble m 
Soil Type Slope Tests Area Unit Class Tests Pawnee Area Pawnee Area 
UPLAND SOILS 
Bates fine sandy loam 2-5% I 39 GP OT,20 1-7 359 1.33 1.26 2.46 1. 57 
Dennis loam 2-5% I 338 GP 06 1-7 529 1.20 1.18 2.38 1. 55 
Dennis loam eroded 2-5% 27 GP 06 5-7 17 1.08 1.12 2.44 1.88 
Kirkland silt loam 0-3% 70 RP 05 3-4 510 1.24 1.46 2.07 1.94 
Norge silt loam 2-5% 70 RP 06 3-7 215 1.30 1.49 2.37 2.09 
Parsons complex 1-3% 27 GP 05 1-7 343 1.30 1.23 2.00 1.68 
Renfrow silt loam 1-3% 39 RP 05 3-4 510 1.33 1.46 2.28 1.94 
Renfrow silt loam 3-5% 57 RP 05,01 5-7 67 1.12 1.39 2.54 2.13 
Teller soils 2-5% 65 CT 07,70 1-4 555 1.40 1.47 2.51 2.19 
Vanoss silt loam 0-2% 52 RP 07,70 1-2 495 1.58 2.12 2.42 2.18 
Zaneis soils 2-5% 46 RP 06 3-7 215 1.22 1.49 2.22 2.09 
BOTTOMLAND SOILS I 
Brewer silty clay loam 0-3% 14 RP 04,08 1-7 474 I 1.s5 2.56 2.93 2.68 
Dale silt loam 0-3~~ 26 BO 04,08 1-7 251 11.81 2.75 2.42 2.72 
Lela soils 0=2ri; 15 RP 03 1-7 28 1.67 2.39 2.60 2.57 
Port silt loam 0-1% 194 RP 09 1-7 616 11.62 2.59 2.61 2.64 
Yahola fine sandy loam 0-3% 21 RP 09 1-7 616 2.00 2.59 2.81 2.64 




tioned and the knowledge that the Pawnee County samples were taken by 
many individual farmers, The indices for soil units were higher, in 
most cases, than were those for soil types. (The indices were an aver-
age of ten units higher for the Problem Area soil units than for Pawnee 
County soil types. This theoretical difference should indicate the 
average differences in the amounts of soluble phosphorus extracted by 
the two test methods employed.) This difference is in accord with the 
stronger acid normality used for leaching soil unit samples. 
Since the .1 N acetic acid removed more soluble phosphorus than the 
~02 N H2SOL
1
• from soils testing low in amount of acid soluble phosphorus, 
this difference would be expected to increase proportionally as the 
amount of soluble phosphorus within soils increased, The index levels 
for bottornland soils show this trend. 
Considering the two methods, one or the other is probably more 
reliable for predicting response for most field crops. Grimes (16) 
made a study of three chemical methods for extracting soluble phosphorus 
from several soil types in Oklahoma. He found that acetic acid leach--
ing gave extremely high results on the Pullman soil, which indicated 
that the method removed more phosphorus than was available for plant 
utilization. 
From Table III it may be noted that the Pawnee County soil types 
generally have higher indices for pH than the comparable soil units. 
This trend could also be due to the different test methods used. There 
was a good correlation indicated considering the general, but varied, 
use of lime on agricultural soils in north-central Oklahoma. 
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Oklahoma Soil Associations 
Any conclusions about the fertility of Oklahoma soil associations 
must, as was implied by the definition of a soil association, be gener-
al oneso The indices shown for various soil associations presented on 
Plate I must be interpreted with the following limitations considered: 
1. The indices which are shown in Table IV were calculated from 
test data which represented many more soil series than are named in the 
forty-three soil associations. 
2. The indices are-the averages of those for the several soil 
series included in a par~icular Problem Area soil unit and these do not 
represent a single soil series. 
The best estimate of the principal soil series within any Prob-
lem Area soil unit was based on general knowledge of the occurrence and 
predominance of certain series in the several parts of Oklahoma. 
3, Soil associations have varying degrees of 11 purity''', i.e., var-
ious amounts of other minor-occurring soil series are included within 
the major series which are named. 
4. There are only a small number of tests by which to character-
ize several soil associations. 
In some instances, where it was known that a single Problem Area 
soil unit included two or more important series, the indices were cal-
culated from data of individual counties, where those important series 
were known to predominat_e. Even though the number of tests represent-
ing each important series was thereby lessened, it was believed that 
these tests more nearly represented the major soils in the respective 
soil associations. These data from selected counties appear in Appendix 
C under the Problem Area in which they occur. 
LIQIID 
IOTTOMLOOS (.Ulu'l'hl) 
huly lnel, dMr •oil• on .. nds, l~ and clay• vhich ••ry traa •l 1cht to utr- hi at.ratlflc•Uon. Sa.. aN .. nood frequently, -,.t. flood occ .. ion11ll7 ar.:I .a.. rarely. 5o1la •re dndoped undn lowland hardvoocb which decrNH in denatty t'J-oa Mat to wat. 
1. Miller-hhola-T•ll•r: On nwtn.l to &lkaltot raddhh ct.ya and l~. 
~. Ulain•-f'oi,e: On ecid 1n7iah clty lo.a. and l<*M. J, Verdi,rh-Onc•: On ~id cnrhh-brown and en, 1~ and cl•1•· 4. rteinech-"cL•in-!•hoh: Ca nwtral to •lk:din• reddish lo- •nd cl•J 
loam \mu.ch 1a abon o•ertlow). 
oJZW HIGliUJIDS (led-?ellCN t'odzollc) 
Brown end lifht.-brown silty 11oil11 with ndd1ah cl., lo• sub•oih on chert and 110M: 11hale and l i••t.one denloped under OU-hictory-rln• 
roreat.a. ~. Bodine: Htlly, dNJ:, with •'ightl7 de•e!op«l subsoils on cherbj 
exc•!aiv• dr•1nae•• 
t,, Bext.r-Hha-Bodin•: Ger.t.:1 9lor1nc to atHp, dMf v1t.h well dndoped subset h on chert.a, loc•l 1 iMat.onH and sh•lH, 
OU.CHIH. HICHLAJIJS (ited-!ellow f'od~ollc) 
~icht.-colored und1 and sil t.y sot h wt th reddiah and y•llovish cla197 subaoils on Hndatonu encl ahal•• d.-.elop«! wder OU-htcllory-ptne 
ror•st.a. 7, Hect.or-fot.ts•1lle: H1 j ly to -,unt.•1nous, ahallow on senrht.ones and 
shales (tnehades narrow ulleys wtt.h d••r aoila), 
P. t.ndera-Conwey-Heetor: Sloping, de•~ on ahdes, •~ sand11tones and 
colluTiu.9 t'rOII aount.a1n .elopes. (V•ll•y areaa with aOM: sha:low •01111.) 
roru:....cru. COASTIJ. JLl!Ji (led-hllow Pod~ollc) 
Light colorflCl uncly •nd lot!IQ' ao1h vit.h reddish and yellowish cle7e7 subaoih on Hndl' Coutal Hdn ndi..nh d•nloroed under oali-hickory 
forest. (with J.ine in Hat.em rort.ion·. 
c;,, li"in-Bovie-~ut.t.bert.: C•ntly alopin, to hilly, IIOd•rat.ely •hallow •nd dNf:, on sands and aa.ndy chya; well dnlned. l'". Bowi--Caddo-8o~•ll: Gently alor1na: to doping, dNJ on 110ft. .. nd-aton .. •nd cl•yey bed.a; som poorl)' drained. 
GRkl'w thl..Ih.H .. S lSouthern BnllliUU 61 Gl'Wl\l•Oh) 
Derk 1~ and cleye7 soih vit.l: clayey aub•oila on cl•J•)' Coaatal rla1n .. d!•nt.s dneloped Wider hl: iruHa. 
11. Lur11nt....,ils0ll: Lnel and alorinc, d"f on •oft owtral clayey Hd1•nt.•, l~. San Seba~ant-Terrant.: LeHl to at.er, dHf to ahallow on 1111;1 cl•1• •nd hard 11•at.on ... ll. Tarrant: Steer:, ahallow on h.tn:I 11Mat.onu .. 
BLU~D' HllLS \Southern Erunizem.a) 
Dark color«! lOU17 and c:ayey aoih wHh cl•yey aubaoil,t on 11,v •hal•s and liM1tones, dHelo14d under tall grau•a. 
U,. L•bett.e-~t-Soen: Gently •loJing to 1t.eer, deeJ t.c.. sh•llow on 11.IQ' 
sheles and li•at.onea. 15. soen-S~t: St.NF-, ahallow to deer on 11-.eatones and !Ill,)' shales. 
Clil:kuli.£ Plt.Uhll.5 lSout.hern Enlllinu) 
Dark colored lOUO' •oils with c!a7ey subaoi ls on aha!es •nd und-atonea, de••loped und•r tall gr•Hes. 
lb, DeMh-f'anona-hl1h1na: Le"Hl to at.Hr, deer: and aha:101,1 or. ahalH 
and •and•tonea. 17. T•lok•-Choteeu: Len!. to dop1r.g, d•eJ l thick 11urf•ced) on ci.11 
a.nd •hal ... 
CltOSS Tl.KBUtS (ked-!ellow ,od:z:ol1c) 
Lt1ht.-colored aand1 11oils with redc1ah clayey aubsoila on .. r:y kinda ot aandy •t.•rhh deTeloped under eek-hickory forest.a with 1n1r1e 
o}An1 nc• ( suannab) . 
lP. Darnell-St.epben•ille: Sloriog to hilly, ahallow to 90derately dH~ oa •and•t.oo .. lOU.a) and ahal•• l,rauy). 1'1. Windt.borat-St.ephen•ille: G•nt.11 sloring, .oderahly dHr on aoft. 
aandston•• and clay•. 
2(1. Thhcalnco-Ch11le7-Rott: Gently slo11ng to hilly, ah•llow to deep oo cranit. .. loeh) •nd crantt.tc conclc.entea lgrau7i, 21. Douchert.7-Vanou-Yehole: S.00t.h to undulatin«, dNr on unconaol1d•ted sands and silts alone •Jor r1Hr•. (Hi,:h t.•rncea tnd ourflaw bot.t.oaland•. ) 
Dark loalV .oih with SIOd•rthly to Tfl'J ci.1e7 suNoih on ci.y bed.a, 
c~et.onH and ailta vit.h loc&l 11••1oo• and c,pwa. D9ftloJ*I UDd.er 
tall P' ...... 
22, Reatrow-V.noo-l1rk.land: l.eTel to roll inc, dMp to ahallow on reddhh 
cby bed•. 2J. Bet.b9D¥-Tabler-lirklaid: harly leY•l, de•p oo clay bed• •nd dlt... 24. Zaneh-Ren!'row-Lucien: Slopinc to •t.•p, d••r to •hallow oo eand-
•ton•• and aaidy clay• (aOM: OU 1nntlon). 25. Grant-Pond CrNk-lHh: NHrly lenl n:t dopiac, dNf' to 90derat.ely 
dNp oa •ort aandat.onea ud silt.a. 26. Cob~Qu.in.lan: Nenly lenl to at.Mp, lHr to ahallow on aort aand-
atones loak and cedar in H•t s-rt). 27. YanoH-Minc~Norce: Nearly lHel end 1lopin&, dNr on a1lh alone 
•Jor r1nrs. 
ROLLING Rm !-LA.INS (Redd.ah Cheat.nut.) 
(A) Brown l~ soil• with chyey •ubaoils on clay bed.a, Mnbton••, ailt.a 
and local OP•u.9 bed•; deYeloped under aid and abort VHH•. Mo•t soih hue Un zonea vt thin )6 inch•• 
21'. Till•n-Vernon: SloJ,ing to st.Hf, dH to •hdlow en red cl•y bed•. 
2<-. foan:1-Tillun: Nearly i. .... 1 to •loplnc, dNr on clay bed•. 
J('l. R.ou(h broken.land-Vernon: St.Hr and bnken, shallCN on red cla7 bed.a 
•nd cn,suai. Jl. k"""h brokenlend-~inhn: St.eei and bioken, •hallow on red sand•t.one•. J~. .-oodward-C•rey-~uinlen: NHrly lHel 10 st.••1, d"J to ahellow on red unchtones •nd silt.a. )J. St. teul-Carey: Neerly lenl, deep on •ilts and red Hnd•t.onea. JI.. U:1 11-:,.\linl•~: fi:eerly lnel to steer, CHJ on soft. red sandstone•. 
(B ) Erown and l ight.-brown l0tu and aands ,1th cle~ loeaa to ,andy sub-
s,,1 l II on unconsolidat.ed sand7 and lOUQ der,os:lt.s denloped undv 
tall grUH•, sh1Mery oak and aace, 
J5. f'ratt.-Tholi : Undulatinc to duney, d•~ on l~ HM• ( tall cr•u•• and up). 
)6. TiToli: Duney, deer and light-colored e>n aand• (a-,. and tall craaNa). )7. Browntield~tlu-Tholt: NHrly 1 ... 1 to dune7, dNp end Ught.-coloNd on l09JQ' aanda l sh1Mer')' oak and tall ..... ), and •andl' lo--.. ~- En.tu1-riH-Tipt.on-ib1lene: NHrly leYtl. end slopinc, dN~ on 1~ •lone uJor r1nra (tall rr•nH). 
GkJ.1,,'lTIC MOt:N'U.INS (Lit.10.ole) 
Brown stony aoila, or ,Hchlt.a 90Wltaln :hain d ... loped und•r lli.dcrau .. , 
cedars •nd shrubs. 
']9. Granit.• .aunt.dna: St.up, m>•tly abalhw aoils, •'*' dHptT ar ... on root.slor,ea. 
HIGH PLUIIS (Rtddish Ch,atmzt) 
(A) Dark-colored lo ... and clay loeaa vtt.h ch797 subaoila OD 11.,- UDCOO-•olideted clay lo.aa, a1lh ..t calicbe. Denloped under aid Uld ahort. grauH. Di•t.ioct UM sones. 
4r.. Pott.er-Mac.hr: Sloping to •t.eep, dHp to shallow on l~ and calicbeJ 
(Hi(h Haine edre• •nd nlle7 .. r,tna.) 41. ktchtield-Delhart.Pu.ll.aan: Nearly Jne], dNJ: on •1lh and lo.m. 
(8) L11ht-colorad lou;r auds and sandy !OMS vtt.h •l11ht. suti.oil d ... l~ 
•nt. on •and1 der,oait.a. DHeloped undH tall craHH and aand .... . 
42. Von•-Dalhut.: Undulating to duney, dHf on unda and loem. 
{C) Brovn 1~ aoila on sandat.on• •scarpmiaa.•, bll .. ltic •aaa llnd 
euocht«I rootslopt• de••lo1 ad UDl:l•r 1111 •Dd abort rr•H••· Dhtioct 11.• IODU. 
43, TrnH11le-8•rthoud: St.Mp to alopinc, ~allCN to dNr oo lo.m and 
herdroch. 
Adapted from unputlished manuscript map. ~CS and Okla. Agri. Exp. sta. 
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Plate I. Oklahoma Soil Associations 
SO': 
SO" 
OKLAHOMA S O I L A S S O C I A T I O N S 
TABLE IV 
NUTRIENT AND ACIDITY INDICES OF OKLAHOMA SOIL ASSOCIATIONS 
- ·-· - - --·-
Soil Associations I Indices 
No. Organic; Phos- Potas- Acidity-**** 
Location and Parent Materials I No. Name I Tests Matter*: phorus** sium*** 
Alluvial soils: I 1 Miller 30 2.70 2.87 2.93 2.93 
a. Red River west to Denison Dam. Yahola 25 1.52 2.76 2.40 2.84 
Teller 32 1.27 1.47 1.49 2.00 
b. Southeastern Oklahoma. Forest-I 2 Atkins 5 I 3.00 2.00 3.00 1.40 
Pope 64 I 2.00 1.33 2.22 1.75 ed areas. , I 
I 
I 
c. Eastern Oklahoma. Prairie I 3 Verdigris 273 I 2.49 i 1.83 2.32 2.15 I 
areas. I Osage 164 I 2.54 1.85 2.29 2.09 
I 
d. Along through-flowing streams j 4 · Reinach 357 I 1.76 2.56 2.56 2.55 
throughout rest of Oklahoma. I McLain 251 I 2.46 2.75 2.81 2.71 
Yahola 357 I 1.76 2.56 2.56 2.55 
Ozark Highlands. Gherty mater- J 5 Bodine I 76 I 2.70 1.30 1.90 1.60 I I 
iels, local limestones and shale 
1
. 6 Baxter 85 
I 
2.10 1.34 2.10 1.66 
Nixa 85 2.10 1.34 2.10 1.66 
I Bodine 76 I 2.70 1.30 1.90 1.60 
I 
i 
*Total Organic· Matter. 
**Easily soluble Phosphorus. 
***Exchangeable:.'Potassium. t: ****Glass electrode method. 
TABLE IV (Continued) 
Soil Associations 
Location and Parent Materials No. 
Southeastern Oklahoma. Mountain 7 
and valley areas. Shales and 
sandstones. 
8 
Coastal plains. Sandy sediments 9 
and clayey beds. I I 
I 
10-
Coastal plains. Clayey sediments!, 11 






Northeastern Oklahoma prairie~ I 14 
Limestones and limy shales. 
No. 
Name Tests 








Kirvin I 57 




Durant I 205 
Wilson I 36 
San Saba I 304 
Durant I 205 
Tarrant 23 
Tarrant I 23 
Labette I 30 Summit 31 
Sogn I 5 
Indices 
Organic Phos- Potas- Acidity 
Matter phorus sium 
I 2.26 1.44 2.54 2.21 
I 2.03 
I 
1.28 1.91 2.11 
I 
. 
2.81 1.96 2.74 2.63 
l 2.26 1.44 2.54 2.21 
I 2.91 1..39 2.83 · 2.48 
I 2.91 1.39 2.83 2.48 · 
I 3.00 1.84 2.75 1.83 2.76 1.39 2.41 2.13 
I 2.20 1.80 3.00 2.00 
-l:'--
VI 
TABLE IV (Continued) 
Soil Associations 
Location and Parent Materials No. 
15 
Eastern Oklahoma prairie. Shales 16 
and sandstones 
17 




South central Oklahoma. Gran- 20 
itic rocks and granite conglom-
erates. 
Central Oklahoma. Unconsolidated 21 
loams and sandy loams near 
through-flowing streams. 
Central Oklahoma prairies. I 22 


























































. Organic Phos- Pot as- Acidity 
Matter phorus sium 
2.20 1.80 3.00 2.00 
2.76 1.39 2.41 2.13 
2.32 1.18 1.95 1.55 
2.41 1.23 1.75 1.68 
2.69 1.22 2.62 1.76 
I 2.32 1.20 1.77 1.63 
1.18 I 2.32 1.95 1.55 
1.29 1.43 2.57 2.00 
1.28 l.4.7 ' 2.1; 2.19 
1.40 1.47 2.20 2.17 
1.28 1.47 2.15 2.19 
2.00 1.88 3.00 2.06 
2.06 1.20 2.61 1.96 
2.13 1.22 2.67 1.99 
I 1.28 1.47 2.15 2.19 
I 
1. 71. 2.12 2.82 2.18 
1.76 2.56 2.56 2.55 
1.92 1.46 2.68 1.94 
2.12 2.16 2.87 ·2.73 
2.28 1.8;I. 2.82 2.01 
~ a-
TABLE IV (Continued) 
Soil Associations Indices 
~ 
Noo Organic Phos- Pot as- Acidity 
Location and Parent Materials I Noo Name Tests Matter phorus sium 
23 Bethany 20 2o40 2085 2o94 1.85 
Tabler 55 2o71 L94 3o00 L25 
Kirkland 191 2.35 L86 2.85 1.87 
Central Oklahomao Sandstones 
I 
24 Zaneis 215 1;71 L49 2.68 2.09 
and sandy "Red beds". Renfrow 510 1.92 L46 2.68 1.94 
Lucien 45 2.11 2o02 2o84 2o69 
25 Grant 79 L76 2088 2.84 . 2.08 
Pond Creek 11 2ol8 3.00 3.00 1.82 
Nash 20 1.65 2.85 2.95 2o60 
26 Cobb 251 1.26 1.79 2.84 2o49 
Quinlan 96 1.74 2o75 2o85 2.82 
Central Oklahoma. Unconsoli- 27 Vaness 495 
1 
1.71 2.12 2o82 2.18 
dated loams near through- Minco 882 1.57 1.65 2.66 2.23 
flowing streams. Norge 375 1.83 1.94 2.77 2.13 
Western Oklahoma prairies. 28 Tillman 170 2.12 2.78 2.97 2.72 




29 Foard 130 I 2ol8 2.86 2.97 2.71 
Tillman 170 I 2.12 2.78 2.97 2.72 















ocation and Parent Materials 
estern Oklahoma prairies, Red 
andstones and silts. 
i 
estern Oklahoma plains. Duney 
ands and sandy loams. 
estern Oklahoma plainso Un-
onsolidated loams and clay 

















36 Tivoli I 
I 








































































ocation and Parent Materials 
" 
astern Oklahoma high plains. 
• Rolling "breaks" to the 
High Plains. Unconsolidated 
limy loams • 
• Unconsolidated limy loams 
arid sands-. 
• Hill and valley areas. Loams 
and hard rocks. 














No. Organic Phos- Potas- Acidity 
Tests Matter phorus sium 
6 2.00 3.00 3.00 3 .. 00 
6 2.00 3.00 3.00 3.00 
20 2.05 2.90 3.00 J.00 
20 1.25 2.95 3.00 2.95 
5 1.40 3.00 3.00 . 3.00 
20 1.25 2.95 3.00 2.95 




The indices for each nutrient and acidity were averaged arithmeti-
cally for each soil association that appears on Plate I. An average of 
the averages was then calculated for those ·soil associations which oc-
1 
curred in each Problem Area. These average indices were plotted on a 
graph and compared with the indexed averages for all soils that occurred 
in each Problem Area. The indices f'or the soil associations and Prob-
lem Areas were close to identical. The relationship between these two 
groups might be enumerated: 
1. Problem Areas include all the soils which were tested - minor-
occurring soil units as well as the major soil units. Soil associations 
include only the major-occurring soils from the Problem Area group. 
2. Soil associations are more specific than Problem Areas, i. e, , 
not nearly so many indices must be considered in order to characterize 
them according to relative nutrient and acidity levels. 
J. Soil associations are shown on the map and may be located 
specifically, whereas separate soil units can not be shown for Problem 
Areas. 
Since the indices are relatively identical for soil associations 
and Problem Areas, the following statements seem reasonable: 
The major factors which influenced the nutrient and acidity levels 
of Problem Area soil units similarly affected the nutrient and acidity 
levels of the soil associations. 
The causes for these trends, as previously discussed, apply to 
soil associations as well as to Problem Area soil units. These causes 
were attributed to the interrelated effects of climate, parent material, 
vegetation, topography and time. 
The soil series which comprise each soil association are the ul-
51 
timate degree of morphological refinement possible in this study. As 
previously mentioned, even they are of varying degrees of "purity11 • 
These soils as distinct individuals would reflect the effects of soil 
management more strongly than would be detected when shown as soil as-
sociations. Generalities may be assumed, however, which can be of con-
siderable value when attempting to characterize these soils. 
Figure 10, Appendix D, shows the type farming (preliminary), or 
products produced, in the various counties in Oklahoma. Figure 11,. 
Appendix D, shows the tons of fertiJ.izer used in each Oklahoma county 
for the past year and the fifteen high counties in fertilizer consump-
tion for the past five years. The percentages of nitrogen, phosphorus 
and potassium in the fertilizers applied were approximately 19, 70 and 
11 respectively. No figures are readily available for lime used on 
Oklahoma soils. As previously mentioned, more fertilizer elements are 
being removed in the form of crops and livestock sales than are being 
added to Oklahoma soils. Some general observations concerning the usage 
of fertilizers are worth stating: 
1. Fertilizers are used where an increased cash return may be 
realized. Generally, this would be confined to soils which are being 
utilized for cash crops and where moisture is ample to produce these 
crops. 
2. Fertilizers are not commonly used where livestock and/or self-
sufficing farming are prevalent. 
J. Fertilizers are used on soils which require them for the econ-
omic production of valuable crops. These soils must have adequate mois-
ture and be physically capable of producing a relatively large amount 
of crop growth. 
4. Fertilizers are traditionally used more liberally in some 
geographical areas than in other areas which have similar fertility 
problems. 
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The above statements should give a positive clue to where the major-
ity of the fertilizers sold in Oklahoma are being used. From a study of 
Figure 11, Appendix D, it can be seen that few fertilizers are being 
applied to the soils of the High Plains and Rolling Red Plains in west-
ern Oklahoma. Low tonnages of fertilizers are being applied to soils in 
the Ozark Highlands and Ouachita Highlands with the exception of a few 
counties. 
Relatively higher indices might be expected for the soils which 
are physically good for high crop yields in those counties which are 
receiving the highest fertilizer increments. It can be seen that these 
high counties have adequate rainfall, during average years, to insure 
an increase in crop production. 
CHAPTER V 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
The fertility characterization of Oklahoma soil associations is a 
necessary part of soil potential studies. The chemical soil test data 
accumulated over a period of ten years provided an excellent basis for 
a soil fertility inventory. A soil association map and report are being 
prepared for Oklahoma and these chemical soil tests have been related to 
these soil associations. The soil tests represented the previously in-
terpreted levels for total organic matter as determined by the wet com-
bustion method; exchangeable potassium as determined by extraction with 
ammonium acetate and reading with the Perkin-Elmer flame photometer; 
easily soluble phosphorus as determined by the Harper method; and soil 
reaction measured with the Beckman glass electrode. 
In order to obtain a single index for each nutrient and acidity 
the percentages of samples in each of the three groups low, medium and 
high were multiplied by one, two and three respectively. The sum of the 
figures thus obtained divided by 100 gave the index, or weighted average, 
for the soil. The index was calculated for (1) Pawnee County soil types 
and phases which had a sufficient number of soil tests to be indicative 
of a defined phosphorus and acidity level, (2) each soil unit within 
Oklahoma's thirteen Problem Areas in Soil Conservation which could be 
converted to appropriate soil series, and (3) for en-tire Problem Areas 
in Oklahoma. Tables showing these soils and the calculated indices for 
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each soil type, soil series and Problem Area were presented with the dis-
cussion. 
The various nutrient and acidity levels for different soils as in-
dicated by different indices were attributed to the effects of the inter-
related influences of climate, parent material, vegetation, topography 
and time. 
The effect of climate can best be observed when all soil units test-
ed are considered as a group. This tends to absorb those soil units 
which strongly reflect the effect of parent materials on fertilHy levels. 
The indices for entire Problem Areas within Oklahoma are shown in Fig-
ures 1, 2 and 3. From a study of Plate I, on which are shown the Prob-
lem Areas and precipitation z,ones of Oklahoma, it can be seen that nut-
rient levels for potassium and phosphorus and the pH levels decrease, 
generally, west to east in Oklahoma. It is interesting to note that un-
der any climate prevalent in Oklahoma the same relative levels for po-
tassium, phosphorus and acidity occur for separate Problem Areas. In 
almost every case the phosphorus was the lowest of the three and potas-
sium the highest. Acidity level was generally intermediate. These same 
relationships exist even when a single soil unit from each Problem 11-rea 
is graphed. The exceptions can be attributed to parent material or 
known soil management practices. The levels of these nutrients as shown 
in Figures 1, 2, and 3 suggest that phosphorus is easily leached and 
that potassium is quite difficult to remove by solution. Considering 
the approximate percentages of -t;he earth's crust for these two elements, 
Le., O.lOJb for phosphorus and 2,40% for potassitun, this is not soap--
parent, ( 13) . 
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Figure 3. Problem Area Indices (ZH, FC 1 OP, ZHA, OH) 
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nesium) and consequently affect pH levels, are many times more soluble 
than potassium, as shown by the analysis of river and sea water. This 
might suggest a possible reason why potassium is relatively higher than 
pH for soils developing under the same climate, 
The solubility of phosphorus is difficult to compare with that of 
potassium. Garretsen (17) demonstrated that the solubilization of dif-
ficultly soluble phosphates was greatly affected by microorganisms. 
Waksman (15) states that the formation by microorganisms of CO2 and var-
ious organic acids results in a greater solubility of the soil minerals, 
particularly the carbonates and phosphates. This differing solubility 
would be particularly evident on newly cleared lands or perhaps on soils 
having quite different flora and fauna. The factors affecting this sol-
ubilization process are the nature and quality of root excretions, pre-
sence and number of phosphate-dissolving microorganisms in the soil, 
chemical composition of the phosphate, and pH and temperature of the 
soil. Several workers have reported the influence of microorganisms on 
the solubility of potassium, but no such positive relationship has been 
reported. 
From a study of Figures 1, 2 and 3 three apparent trends affecting 
the levels of total organic matter are discernible, First, total or-
ganic matter apparently increases as rainfall increases, Secondly, 
soils which have developed on parent materials which were limy are re-
latively high in total organic matter, and thirdly, the soils develop-
ing under a forest-type vegetation (these soils are also somewhat nsand-
ie:ru as compared with the others) are low in total organic matter. 
As was previously discussed, several soil units within Oklahoma 
Problem Areas tended to show rather constant nutrient status levels. 
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An arithmetical average of the indices for these soils is shown in Figure 
4, This shows the relative fertility levels which were discussed for 
these soil units in graphic form. Soil unit 01 and 05 were added as a 
matter of interest. These soils include the Planosols found in Oklahoma. 
The 02 and 06 units, which are deep, fine and medium textured slowly 
permeable soils are noticeably higher in potash, phosphorus and pH levels 
than are the 01 and 05 units which include the Planosols. This could 
be attributed to poor drainage, aeration and the other undesirable con-
ditions which would accompany these limitations. 
The comparison of Pawnee County son types and phases with approp-
riate soil units from Oklahoma Problem Areas is shown graphically in 
Figures 5 and 6. The relative correlation of these soil test methods 
have been previously discussed. It should be mentioned that Port is 
relatively low in easily soluble phosphorus and pH as compared with the 
other bottomland soil types. ThJ.s is due to the source of the sediments 
which have been deposited. Port soils are developed along local streams 
whereas these other bottomland soils occur along major streams, These 
local-occurring bottomland soils should reflect the fertility status of 
the uplands from which they received their products of erosion. For 
gra:i:,hing purposes Vanoss was considered a bottomland soil since it is 
developed in old alluvium of through-flowing streams, and its index more 
nearly conformed to the bottomland soils pattern. 
The Problein Area soil uni ts represent all the soil series which 
have been mapped and tested for nutrient and acidity levels in Oklahoma, 
'rhe soil associations represent all the major-occurring soil series 
mapped and tested in Oklahoma; consequently, many minor-occurring soil 
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Figure 5o Comparison of Indices for Pawnee County Upland Soil Types 
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Figure 6. Comparison of Indices for Pawnee County Bottomland and Ter-
race Soil Types with Appropriate Problem Area Soil Units 
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finement. Since these soil associations do represent all major-occurring 
soil series, the indices for these associations should be similar and 
relative to those indices calculated for Problem Area soil units. If 
this were true, the same fertility trends and problems attributed to 
Problem Areas should apply to soil associations. 
An arithmetical average of the indices for the named soil series 
(which were represented by a Problem Ar~a soil unit) in each soil assoc-
iation was calculated and these averages were then averaged for the soil 
associations occurring in each Problem Area. The indices which were thus 
derived were then plotted graphically and appear in Figures 7, 8 and 9. 
If the reader compares these graphs with the graphs shown on Figures 
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Figure 7. Averaged Indices for Oklahoma Soil Associations by Prob-
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Figure 8. Averaged Indices for Oklahoma Soil Associations by Prob-
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TOTAL CHEMICAL ANALYSIS FOR SOME MAJOR SOIL TYPES 
IN PAWNEE COUNTY, OKLAHOMA. 
Base Exchange 
Capacity ME/100 Exchange 
Soil Type Depth Horizon Grams Na 
Bates fine sandy loam 0- 8 AlP* 5 
0- 8V*~} Al 9 
8-20V Bl 7 
20-30V B2 9 
30-44V Cl 13 
Brewer silty clay loam 0-10 AlP 21 
10-26 B2 22 
26-46 B-C 25 5.394 
46-80 C 23 1.827 
Cleora fine sandy loam 0-18 Al 5 
18-30 Al2 7 
30-46 AC 6 
46-80 C 18 
Dale silt loam 0-30 A 6 
30-50 A-C 7 
50-80 C 8 
Dennis loam V 0- 6 AlP 17 .174 
0- 9 Al-1 19 .174 
9-18 Al-2 22 .174 
18-30 Bl 25 .348 
30-44 B2 18 .348 
44-52 B3 21 .348 
52-70 C 19 
Dennis silt loam 0- 8V Al 19 
o..,. 8 AlP 15 
E\-16 Bl 20 
16-26 B2 26 
26-44 B3 25 
44-60 Cl 21 
Kirkland silt loam 0-lOV Al 20 
0- 9 AlP 21 .174 
9-17 B21 28 .348 
17-30 B22 31 .348 
30-42 B3 30 .522 








































Easily Soluble Phosphorus 
C/N Total Organic Total Phos- Parts per Pounds per 
pH Ratio N % Matter phorus Million Acre 
5.8 .060 1.1 .0127 J.2 6.4 
5.7 1.400 2.9 .0127 3.2 6.4 
5.7 .093 1.9 .0166 o.o o.o 
5.3 .061 1.1 .0153 o.o o.o 
5.1 .055 .9 .0140 o.o o.o 
5.9 12.4 .148 3.5 .0294 J2.0 64.0 
6.5 20.0 .061 1.8 .0193 32.0 64.0 
7.8 11.3 .OJO .8 .0127 32.0 64.0 
7.4 9.4 .017 .3 .0153 32.0 64.0 
6.0 .043 .9 .0232 1.6 3.2 
5.9 .002 .8 .0180 1.6 3.2 
6.1 .055 .5 .0193 1.6 3.2 
7.0 .040 1.1 .0280 32.0 64.0 
6.8 .042 .7 .0127 30.4 60.8 
6.5 .028 .3 .0264 12.8 25.6 
5.8 .103 2.2 .0212 1.6 3.2 
5.8 12.2 .189 4°4 .0200 1.6 3.2 
5. 7 9.4 ,134 3.1 .0193 1.6 3,2 
5.8 6.0 .112 1.8 .0160 o.o o.o 
6.4 5,5 .069 .5 .0134 1.6 3.2 
6.1 2.9 .079 .03 .0120 1.6 J.2 
6.4 .14 .0134 4.8 9.6 
5.5 .170 4.7 .0206 1.6 3.2 
5 .4 .130 2.8 .0220 o.o o.o 
5.4 .118 2.8 .0200 o.o o.o 
5.8 .072 1.2 .0140 o.o 0.0 
7.0 .015 .7 .0106 o.o o.o 
7.7 .053 .1 .0226 0.0 o.o 
6.3 .135 4.1 .0220 
6.Jc 11.1 .090 2.9 .0140 o.o o.o 
6.1 6.3 .106 2.4 .0127 o.o o.o 
6.6 12.0 .034 1.2 .0099 o.o o.o 
7.2 11.0 .017 .6 .0092 o.o o.o 
7.$ 4.1 .027 ,4 .0078 o.o o.o 
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TABLE V (Continued) 
Base Exchange 
Capacity ME/100 Exchange Exchange 
Soil Type Depth Horizon Grams Na K 
Miller clay 0- 8 All 26 .622 1.224 
8-20 Al2 23 .609 1.020 
20-36 AC 24 1.392 .816 
36-52 Cl 17 1.218 .561 
52-78 C2 6 .870 .229 
Norge fine sandy loam 0-lOV Al 8 .765 
0-10 AlP 6 .561 
10-18 Bl 9 .331 
18-42 B2 10 .331 
42-52 BJ-Cl 10 .459 
Norge silt loam 0-12 AlP 12 .663 
0--12V Al 13 .229 
12-20V B2 15 .561 
20-46V B3 17 .331 
46-72V Cl 16 .459 
Port silt loam 0-10 All 11 .459 
10-28 Al2 15 .331 
28-60 C 18 .459 
Renfrow silt loam 0-12 AlP 15 .561 
0-12V Al 18 .561 
12-24V Bl 10 .765 
24-36V B2 23 6.090 .561 
36-52V C 11 2.175 .331 
Teller very fine 0-lOV Al 9 .459 
sandy loam 0-10 AlP 9 .561 
10-18 Bl 11 ,459 
18-30 B2 13 ,331 
30-60 C 10 • 561 
Vanoss silt loam 0-14V Al 14 .561 
0-14 AlP 14 .331 
14-24 Bl 16 .331 
24-42 B2 17 .3.31 
42-84 C 14 .459 
Yahola fine sandy loam 0-10 A 6 .331 
10-22 AC 7 .331 
22-60 C 3 .102 
Yahola fine sandy loam 0-14 A 6 .561 
14-60 AC 4 .229 
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Easily Soluble Phosphorus 
C/N Total Organic Total Phos- Parts per Pounds per 
pH Ratio N % Matter phorus Million Acre 
7.3 .111 2.4 ,0520 32.0 64.0 
7.3 .131 2.2 .0500 32.0 64.0 
7.5 .089 1.7 .0534 32.0 64.0 
7.5 .080 LO .0455 J2.0 64.0 
7.7 .025 ,4 .0187 
6.0 3.5 .173 3.6 .0085 3.2 6.4 
5 ,9 .074 1.5 .0071 o.o o.o 
5 .6 5 .6 .133 1.7 .0153 o.o o.o 
6.1 7.6 .046 .7 .0134 o.o o.o 
6.1 6.3 .027 .6 .0099 o.o o.o 
5 0 9 .090 2.2 .0260 3.2 6.4 
6.2 14.8. .120 3,3 .0180 3,2 6.4 
5 0 9 13.8 .106 1.8 .0180 o.o o.o 
5.8 12.7 .066 1.1 .0153 o.o 0.0 
5,8 2.7 ,051 .6 .0115 o.o o.o 
6. 5 .078 1.9 .0085 28.8 57.6 
6.4 ,034 1.6 .0092 9.6 19.2 
6.2 .068 1.3 .0092 8.0 16.0 
5.8 .088 2.6 .0147 o.o o.o 
5. 7 12.5 1.280 3,4 .0180 o.o 0.0 
6.7 8.5 .098 2.4 .0127 o.o o.o 
7.6 6.4 .070 2.9 .0147 o.o 0.0 
7.6 5.4 .033 .0244 o.o 0.0 
5.5 11.6 .080 2.7 .0256 3.2 6.4 
6.5 .080 1.6 .0212 4.8 9,6 
5.9 11.6 .085 1.3 .0187 
5.8 7.7 ,057 1.0 .0270 
5.6 4.3 .049 .7 .0160 
6.0 .110 2.6 .0226 1.6 3.2 
5,9 8,5 .100 2.1 .0238 1.6 3.2 
6.1 11.9 .082 1.8 .0244 1.6 3.2 
5,9 5.6 .084 1..3 .0226 o.o 0.0 
6. 5 3.0 .057 .5 .0206 o.o o.o 
7.4 .050 .9 .0350 32.0 64.0 
7,4 .042 1.3 .0312 32.0 64.0 
7.7 .009 .2 .0212 32.0 64.0 
7,4 .050 1.2 .0264 32,0 64.0 
7.1 .032 .07 .0147 32.0 64.0 
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TABLE V (Continued) 
Base Exchange 
Capacity ME/100 Exchange Exchange 
Soil Type Depth Horizon Grams Na K 
Yahola silt loam 0-14 Al 8 .561 
14-26 Cl 11 .331 
26-60 C2 6 .229 
Zaneis loam and 0-10 AlP 9 .459 
fine sandy loam 0-lOV Al 10 .459 
10-18V Bl 11 .459 
18-34V B2 13 .459 
34-42V C 12 
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Easilv Soluble Phosohorus 
C/N Total Organic Total Phos- Parts per Pounds per 
pH Ratio N % Matter phorus Million Acre 
-
6.9 .090 .46 .0400 32.0 64.0 
7.0 .061 .81 .03.32 .32.0 64.0 
7.7 .034 .26 .0280 .32.0 64.0 
5.6 .990 2.4 .0226 3.2 6.4 
5,9 1.060 3.2 .0166 .3.2 6.4 
5 .6 .074 2.1 .0160 o.o o.o 
5.7 .065 1.5 .0120 o.o o.o 
6.o .057 .7 .0099 0.0 o.o 
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APPENDIX B 
SOIL CONSERVATION SERVICE PROBLEM AREA AND SOIL UNIT LEGEW) 
HP ..••.••••.......••• High Plains 
RR ••..•..•..•• Rolling Red Plains 
RP ••..•.••.•.••• Reddish Prairies 
CP •••••••.••••• Cherokee Prairies 
OH •.••••.•..•• Ouachita Highlands 
(Arkansas Valley, Boston Mts. 
and Ouachita Mts. ) 
GP ••••••••••.••..•• Grand Prairie 
ZHA .••• Ozark Highlands (Prairie) 
ZH •••••••••••••.• Ozark Highlands 
GS ••••.•••....••.• Granitic Soils 
CT •.•••••..••...••• Cross Timbers 
FC ••..•••• Forested Coastal Plain 
BO •.••••••••....••••• Bottomlands 
Soil Units** 
01 •.• Deep, fine textured, very slowly permeable soils 
02 ... Deep, fine textured, slowly permeable soils 
03,,,Deep, fine textured, very slowly permeable bottomland soils 
04 .•• Deep, fine textured, slowly permeable bottomland soils 
05, •. Deep, medium textured, very slowly permeable soils 
06 ... Deep, medium textured, slowly permeable soils 
07., .Deep, medium textured, permeable soi .. ls 
08 .•. Deep, medium textured, slowly permeable bottomland soils 
09,,.Deep, medium textured, permeable bottomland soils 
10 ..• Deep, coarse textured, very slowly permeable soils 
11 ... Deep, coarse textured, slowly permeable soils 
12 .•• Deep, coarse textured, permeable soils 
13 ..• Deep, coarse textured, freely permeable soils 
15 ••• Deep, coarse textured, permeable bottomland soils 
16 •.• Shallow, fine textured, very slowly permeable soils 
17 ••• Shallow, fine textured, slowly permeable soils 
18 ••• Shallow, fine textured, permeable soils 
19 ••• Shallow, medium textured, very slowly or slowly permeable soils 
20 ••• Shallow, medium textured, permeable or freely permeable soils 
24 ... Very shallow, fine textured soils 
25 .•• Very shallow, medium textured soils 
27 •.• Rough broken or rough stony land, non-calcareous materials 
28 •.• Rough broken or rough stony land, calcareous materials 
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60 •.. Deep, medium (coarser textured members) textured, slowly permeable 
soils 
70 .•• Deep, medium ( coarser textured members) textured, permeable 'soils 
*Problem Areas used in this thesis 
**Soil units used in this thesis. Soil Conservation Surveys, Memo. #6, 
Second Revision 
Depth, Texture and Permeability Legend 
Soil Depth Description 
Deep ........................ . 20" plus 
Shallow .•..............•.•..• 1011 to 20 11 
Very shallow ......••••.•...•• 1011 
Soil Texture Description 
Fine .......••.•.••...•.•.•... Clay, silty clay, sandy clay, silty clay 
1 
• loam, clay loam, sandy clay loam 
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Medium ........•.•.•••.••.•..• Silt loam, loam, very fine sandy loam, fine 
sandy loam, sandy loam 
Coarse ..•...•...•........••.• Loamy fine sand, loamy sand, sand, coarse 
sand 
§2!! Permeability 
Very slowly permeable •.•.•..• Characterized by dense clays or semi-clay 
pans. Structure massive or irregular 
angular blocky. 
Slowly permeable •.••••.••••.• Characterized by crumbly or granular clays, 
silty clays, clay loams. Structure 
fine to medium ir:ti,egular angular 
blocky. Some granulation. 
Permeable (moderate) •......•• Characterized by sandy clay loam or highly 
granular silty clays, clays, or clay 
loams. Nuciform structur.e. 
Fr'eely permeable (rapid) ...•. Character.ized by fine sandy loam or coarser 






ORGANIC MATTER INDICES OF OKLAHOMA PROBLEM AREA SOIL UNITS 
Bluestem Hills Problem Area 
scs Land 
No. J:~~ Soil Capability Major Soils Tests Index . Unit Class 
03 1-4 Osage, Muir, Verdigris 11 3.00 
04 1-4 
06 1-7 Labette 30 3.00 
08 1-2 Verdigris, Mason 9 2.78 
09 1-2 
02 1-7 Sumrni t, Woodson 31 2.76 
05 1-2 
07 1-4 Newtonia 4 2,,75 
20 3-4 Sogn 5 2.20 
28 5-7 
Totals 90 2.83 
Ozark Highlands (Prairie) Problem Area 
01 1-4 Woodson 20 2.85 
17 3-7 
02 1-7 Summit 50 2.80 
08 1-2 Huntington 26 2.69 
09 1-7 
20 5-7 Bodine 50 2.66 
06 1-7 Dennis, Lawrence, Choteau 136 2.64 
07 1-7 Newtonia, Craig, Cabanal, Riverton 134 2.38 
19 3-7 
25 5-7 
05 1-7 Parsons, Gerald 57 2.35 
04 1-2 Muir 4 2.25 
5-7 
Totals 477 2.56 
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TABLE IV (Continued) 
Grand Prairie Problem Area 
SGS Land No. 
Soil Capability Major Soi.ls Tests Index 
Unit Class 




02 1-7 Denton, San Saba 304 2.81 
01 1-7 
03 1-7 Kaufman, Trinity, Navasota, Bell 27 2.67 
04 1-7 Gowen, Catalpa, May 314 2.68 
09 1-4 
08 1-7 
06 1-7 Durant 205 2.26 
05 1-7 Wilson, Irving 36 2.03 
07 1-7 Choctaw, Newtonia 99 1.85 
Totals 1008 2. 53 
Ozark Highlands Problem Area 
01 · 1-4 Summit 5 3.00 
02 3-4 
17 1-2 
20 1-7 Bodine 26 2.77 
24 5-7 
25 5-7 
09 1-7 Huntihgton, Roane, Melvern 51 2.67 
09 1-4 
06 1-7 Lawrence 40 2.32 
19 3-4 
05 1-7 Guthrie 10 2.20 
07 1-7 Nixa, Baxter, Ca banal 85 2.10 
Totals 217 2.38 
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TABLE VI (Continued) 
Cherokee Prairies Problem Area 
SGS Land No. 
Soil Capability Major Soils Tests Index 
Unit Class 






01 1-7 Okemah, Woodson 43 2.54 
02 1-4 
OJ 1-7 Verdigris, Osage, Lightning 164 2. 54 .... 
04 1-7 
08 1-7 
09 1-7 Verdigris, Cleora, Mason 109 2.42 
05 1-7 Parsons, Taloka, Cherokee 343 2.41 
06 1-7 Dennis, Choteau 529 2.32 
07 1-7 Bates 359 2.10 
20 3-7 
Totals 1592 2.33 
Granitic Soils Problem Area 
02 1-7 Garrett 78 2.38 
01 1-4 
06 1-7 Lawton, Chigley, Roff, Gilson 29 2.06 
11 3-7 
07 1-7 Tishomingo 16 2.00 
09 1-4 Port, Pulaski 13 1.92 
05 1-7 Garrett 24 1.87 
Totals 160 2.17 
Bottomlands Problem Area 



























TABLE VI (Continued) 
BottomJ.ands Problem Area (Continued) 
Major Soils 
Dale, McLain, Port, Miller, Norwood, 
Spur 




(McCurtain, Choctaw and Bry~n Counties) 
Yahola 
(McCurtain, Choctaw and Bryan Counties) 
Reddish Prairies Problem Area 
Lela, Roebuck, Miller 

















































TABLE VI (Continued) 























Major Soils Tests 
Port, Yahola, Reinach 616 
Zaneis, Norge 215 
Grant, Chickasha, Vaness, Minco, Teller 495 
Grant, Cobb, Teller, Minco 882 
Derby, Tivoli 4 
Lucien, Nash 100 
Lincoln 






(Grant, Kay and Garfield Counties) 
Bethany 20 
(Canadian, Cleveland, Noble, Kingfisher, 
Logan, Oklahoma, Grant, Kay and Gar-
field Counties) 
Kirkland 191 
(Grant, Kay and Garfield; Canadian, 
Cleveland, Kingfisher, Logan and 
Oklahoma Counties) 
Kirkland 170 
(Canadian, Cleveland, Grady, Kingfisher, 
Logan, Oklahoma, Pawnee, Payne and 
Noble Counties) 
Pond Creek 11 
(Alfalfa, Grant, Garfield and Woods 
Counties) 
~~ ~ 


















TABLE VI (Continued) 
Reddish Prairies Problem Area·(continued) 
SGS Land No. 
Soil Capability Major Soils Tests Index 
Unit Class 
20 3-4 Nash 20 1.65 
( Alfalfa, Grant, Garfield and Woods 
Counties) 
07 1-4 Dill 50 1.30 
(Washita and Beckham Counties) 
12; 2-3; Cobb 251 1.26 
07,70 1-4 (Caddo County) 
Rolling Red Plains Problem Area 
03 1-7 Spur 19 2.31 
04 1-7 Norwood, Port 128 2.22 
08 1-7 
27 1-2 Vernon and rough, brokenland-Vernon, 19 2.22 
24 1-7 Harmon 
02 1-7 Abilene, Kiowa, La Casa 114 2.21 
01 1-2 Foard, Hollister, Tillman, Lebos 130 2.18 
05 1-2 
01 3-4 Tillman 162 2.13 
05 3-4 
06 1-7 Abilene, St. Paul, Carwile, Lawton1 185 1.89 
60 1-4 
01 5-7 Eroded Tillman soils 8 1.88 
05 5-7 




09 1-7 Port, Yahola, Spur, Sweetwater 145 1.63 
07 1-2 Dill, Carey, Enterprise, Tipton 102 1.50 
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TABLE VI (Continued) 
Rolling Red Plains Problem Area (Continued) 
scs Land No. 
Soil Capability Major Soils Tests Index 
Unit Class 
07 3-4 Woodward, Miles, Farnum, Enterprise 215 1.33 
70 1-7 
07 5-7 
12 1-7 Pratt, Brownfield 89 1.12 
I 
13; 3-7 Tivoli 5 1.00 
15 3-7 Lincoln 8 1.00 
Totals 1417 1.80 
07;70 3-4;1-7 Miles 24 1.13 
(Beckham, Greer and Harmon Counties) 
12 1-7 Brownfield 28 1.00 
(Beckham, Greer and Harmon Counties) 
Ouachita Highlands Problem Area 
(Arkansas Valley, Boston Mts. and Ouachita Mts.) 
03 1-2 Atkins 5 3.00 
5-7 
25 3-7 Hector, Pottsville 15 2.40 
27 3-7 
08 1-7 Philo 87 2.33 
04 1-4 
09 1-7 Pope 64 2.00 
06 1-7 Conway, Enders, Tyler 102 1.88 
19 3-7 
05. 1-7 Parsons, Taloka, Le Flore 49 1.69 
07 1-7 Linker, Cleburne, Waynesboro 280 1.60 
20 3-7 
12' 3-7 Dougherty, Stidham, Teller 24 1.12 
70 1-7 
Totals 626 1.80 
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TABLE VI (Continued) 
High Plains Problem Area 
scs Land No. 
Soil Capability Major Soils Tests Index 
Unit Class 
09 1-2 Spur 4 2.75 
04 1-2 
02 1-4 Richfield, Pullman, Zita 20 2.05 
06 3~7 
17 3-4 Mansker, Potter, Regnier 6 2.00 
18 1~4 
20 3-7 
12 1-7 Dalhart<, Vona, Tivoli 5 1.40 
07 1-7 Dalhart, Berthoud 20 1.25 
70 3-4 
Totals 55 1.74 
Cross Timbers Problem Area 
04 1-7 Miller· 32 2.00 
08 1-4 





09 1-7 Pulaski, Port, Gowen, Mason 214 1.38 
15, 1-7 
I 
24 1-2 Darnell and rough sandstone lands 7 1.29 
25 3-4 
27 3-7 
07 1-4 Stephenville, Dougherty, Stidham, 555 1.28 
70: 1-4 Noble:, Teller 
07, 5-7 Stephenville, Windthorst 222 1.28 
70 5-7 Eroded and shallow phases 
19 1 3-7 
20 • 1-7 
OJ i 3-7 · Roebuck, Lela 4 1.25 
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TABLE VI (Continued) 
Cross Timbers Problem Area (Continued) 
scs Land No. 
sdil Capability Major Soils Tests Index 
Unit Class 
12 1-7 Dougherty, Stidham 108 1.12 
13 3-7 Eufaula, Derby 21 1.00 
Totals 1258 1.31 
Forested Coastal Plain Problem Area 
09 1-7 Ochlockonee 26 1.58 
04 1-4 Iuka, Bibb 10 1.50 
08 1-7 
05 1-7 Caddo, Lufkin, Myatt 14 1.42 
01 5-7 
19 3-7 Cuthbert 13 1.30 
20' 3-7 
06 1-7 Boswell, Kirvin, Sawyer, Susquehanna 57 1.24 
10 1-2 
11 5-7 
07 1-7 Bowie, Ruston, Norfolk 137 1.16 
12 1-7 
13 3-4 
Totals 257 1.27 






POTASSIUM INDICES OF OKLAHOMA PROBLEM AREA SOIL UNITS 
High Plains Problem Area 
SGS Land No. 
Soil Capability Major Soils Tests Index 
Unit Class 
02 1-4 Richfield, Pullman, Zita 20 3.00 
06 3-7 
09 1-2 Spur 4 3.00 
04 1-2 
07 1-7 Dalhart, Berthoud 20 3.00 
70 3-4 
12 1-7 Dalhart, Vona, Tivoli 5 3.00 
17 3-4 Potter, Regnier 6 3.00 
18 1-4 
20 3-7 
Totals 55 3.00 
Rolling Red Plains Problem Area 
01 5-7 Eroded Tillman soils 8 3.00 
05 5-7 
03 1-7 Spur 19 3.00 
' 
04 1-7 Norwood, Port 128 3.00 
08 1-7 
27 1-2 Vernon and rough brokenland-Vernon 10 3.00 
24 1-7 Harmon 
01 1-2 Foard, Hollister, Tillman, Lebos 130 2.97 
05 1-2 
01 3-4 Tillman 162 2.97 
05 3-4 
02 1-7 Abilene, Kiowa, La Casa 114 2.96 
06 1-7 Abilene, St. Paul, Carwile, Lawton 185 2.96 
60 1-4 
09 1-7 Port, Yahola, Spur, Sweetwater 145 2.92 
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TABLE VII (Continued) 
Rolling Red Plaui~ Problem Area (Continued) 
., 
SGS Land No. 
Soil Capability Major Soils Tests Index 
Unit Class 
07 3-4 Woodward, Miles, Farnum, Enterprise 215 2.87 
70 1:..7 
07 5-7 
07 1-2 Dill, Carey, Enterprise, Tipton 102 2.86 




12 1-7 Pratt, Brownfield 89 2.70 
15 3-7 Lincoln 8 2.00 
13 3-7 Tivoli 5 1.80 
Totals 1417 2.90 
07;70 3-4;1-7 Miles 24 2.83 
(Beckham, Greer and Harmon,Counties) 
12 1-7 Brownfield 28 2.68 
(Beckham, Greer and Harmon Counties) 
Granitic Soils Problem Area 
07 1-7 Tishomingo 16 3.00 
02 1-7 Garrett 78 2.83 
01 1-4 
05 1-7 Garrett 24 2.83 
09 1-4 Port, Pulaski 13 2~.83 
06 1-7 Lawton, Chigley, Roff, Gilson 29 2.61 
11 3-7 -· 
Tot§lls 160 2.80 
' 
Reddish Prairies Problem Area 
01 1-2 Tabler, Renfrow 85 2.96 
01 3-4 
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TABLE VII (Continued) 
Reddish Prairies Problem Area (Continued) 
SGS Land No. 
I. 
Sdil Capabillty Major Soils Tests Index 
Unit Class 
03 1-7 Lela, Roebuck, Miller 28 2.92 




06 1-2 Pond Creek, Bethany, Kingfisher 160 2.89 
04 1-7 Port, Kay, Brewer 474 2.85 
08 1-7 
24 3-7 Vernon, Lucien 45 2.85 
25 1-7 
02 1-4 Fairview, Rusk 53 2.83 
02 5-7 
05 1-2 Tabler, Kirkland 270 2.82 
I 
: 
07 1...,2 Grant, Chickasha, Vanoss, Minoo, Teller 495 2.82 
70 1-2 





09 1-4 Port, Yahola, Reinach 616 2.74 
09 5-7 
05 3-4 Renfrow, Kirkland 510 2.68 
I 
06 3-7 Zaneis, Norge 215 2.68 
07 3-7 Grant, Cobb, Teller, Minco 882 2.66 
70 3-7 





12 1-7 Pratt, Cobb, Dougherty 93 2.55 
1.13 
! 
3-7 Derby, Tivoli 4 2.50 
15 1-7 Lincoln 35 2.46. 





















TABLE VII (Continued) 





















Major Soils Tests 
Tabler 55 
(Grant, Kay and Garfield Counties) 
Pond Creek 11 
(Alfalfa, Grant, Garfield and Woods 
Counties) 
Nash 20 
(Alfalfa, Grant, Garfield and Woods 
Counties) 
Bethany 20 
(Canadian, Cleveland,. Noble, Kingfisher, 
Logan, Oklahoma, Grant, Kay and Gar-
field Counties) 
Dill 50 
(Washita and Beckham Counties) 
Kirkland 191 
(Grant, Kay and Garfield Counties; 
Canadian, Cleveland, Kingfisher, Logan, 
Oklahoma Counties) 
Grant 79 





(Canadian, Cleveland, Grady, Kingfisher, 
Logan, Oklahoma, Pawnee, Payne and 
Noble Counties) 
Bluestem Hills Problem Area 














































TABLE VII (Continued) 
Bluestem Hills Problem Area (Continued) 




1-7 Summit, Woodson 
1-2 
Totals 
Grand Prairie Problem Area 
1-7 Kaufman, Trinity, Navasota, Bell 
1-7 Gowen, Catalpa, May 
1-4 
1-7 




1-7 Denton, San Saba 
1-7 
1-7 Durant 
1-7 Choctaw, Newtonia 
1-7 Wilson, Irving 
Totals 
Bottomlands Problem Area 
1-7 Pledger, Lela, Perry 
1-7 Dale, McLain, Port, Miller, Norwood, 
1-7 Spur 
























TABLE VII (Continued) 
BottomJ.ands Problem Area (Continued) 
SGS Land No. 
Soil Capability Major Soils Tests Index 
Unit Class 
04 1-7 Miller 30 2.93 
(McCurtain, Choctaw and Bryan Counties) 
09 1-7 Yahola 25 2.40 
(McCurtain, Choctaw and Bryan Counties) 
Cross Timbers Problem Area 
24 1-2 Darnell and rough sandstone lands 7 2.57 
25 3-4 
27 3-7 
04 1-7 Miller 32 2.51 
08 1-4 
03 3-7 Roebuck, Lela 4 2. 50 
09 1-7 Pulaski, Port, Gowen, Mason 214 2.23 
15 1-7 





07 1-4 Stephenville, Dougherty, Stidham, 555 2.15 
70 1-4 Noble, Teller 
12 1-7 Dougherty, Stidham 108 1.99 
07 5-7 Stephenville, Windthorst 222 1.95 
70 5-7 Eroded and shallow phases 
19 3-7 
20 1-7 
13 3-7 Eufaula, Derby 21 L53 
Totals 1258 2.13 
Ozark Highlands Problem Area 
09 1-7 Huntington, Roane, Melvern 51 2.43 
08 1-4 
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TABLE VII (Continued) 
Ozark Highlands Problem Area (Continued) 
scs Land No. 
Soil Capability Major Soils Tests Index 
Unit Class 
20 1-7 Bodine 26 2.20 
24 5-7 
25 5-7 
07 1-7 Nixa, Baxter, Ca banal 85 2.10 
06 1-7 Lawrence 40 1.77 
19 3-4 
05 1-7 Guthrie 10 1.50 
01 1-4 Summit 5 1.40 
02 3-4 
17 1-2 
Totals 217 2.09 
Ouachita Highlands Problem Area 
(Arkansas Valley, Boston Mts. and Ouachita Mts.) 
03 1-2 Atkins 5 3.00 
5-7 
25 J-7 Hector, Pottsville 15 2.43 
27 3-7 
08 1-7 Philo 87 2.26 
04 1-4 
09 1-7 Pope 64 2.22 
05 1-7 Parsons, Taloka, Le Flore 49 1.95 
06 1-7 Conway, Enders, Tyler 102 lo90 
19 3-7 
07 1-7 Linker, Cleburne, Waynesboro 280 1.83 
20 3-7 
12 3-7 Dougherty, Stidham, Teller 24 1.52 
70 1-7 
Totals 626 1.96 
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TABLE VII (Continued) 
Cherokee Prairies Problem Area 
SGS Land No. 
Soil ·capability Major Soils Tests Index 
Unit Class 






09 1-7 Verdigris, Cleora, Mason 109 2.37 
03 1-7 Verdigris, Osage, Lightning 164 2.30 
04 1-7 
08 1-7 
01 1-7 Okemah, Woodson 43 2.06 
02 1-4 
06 1-7 Dennis, Choteau 529 1.95 
07 1-7 Bates 359 1.78 
20 3-7 
05 1-7 Parsons, Taloka, Cherokee 343 1. 75 
Totals 1592 1.95 
Ozark Highlands (Prairie) Problem Area 
04 1-2 Muir 4 2.50 
5-7 
02 1-7 Summit 50 2.48 
08 1-2 Huntington 26 2.12 
09 1-7 
01 1-4 Woodson 20 2.04 
17 3-7 
20 5-7 Bodine 50 1.74 




TABLE VII (Continued) 
Ozark Highlands (Prairie) Problem Area (Continued) 
SGS Land No. 
Soil Capability Major Soils Tests Index 
Unit Class 
06 1-7 Dennis, Lawrence, Choteau 136 1.50 
05 1-7 Parsons, Gerald 57 1.36 
Totals 477 1.73 
forested Coastal Plain Problem Area 
09 1-7 Ochlockonee 26 2.62 
05 1-7 Caddo, Lufkin, Myatt 14 1.92 
01 5-7 
06 1-7 Boswell, Kirvin, Sawyer, Susquehanna 57 1.83 
10 1-2 
11 5-7 
07 1-7 Bowie 137 1.42 
12 1-7 
13 3-4 
04 l'."'"4 Iuka, Bibb 10 1.40 
08 1-7 
19 3-7 Cuthbert 13 1.40 
20 3-7 
Totals 257 1.59 
07 1-7 Teller 32 1.49 
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TfiBLE VIII 




High Plains Problem Area 
------------~--
Land 

















































Dalhart, Vona, Tivoli 
Mansker, Potter, Regnier 
Dalhart, Berthoud 
Richfield, Pullman, Zita 
Totals 




Port, Yahola, Spur, Sweetwater 
Abilene, Kiowa, La Casa 
Abilene, St. Paul, Carwile, Lawton 
Foard, Hollister, Tillman, Lebos 

































TABLE VIII (Continued) 
Rolling Red Plains Problem Area (Continued) 
Land No. 




--- ------- --------------------J 










































Dill, Carey, Enterprise, Tipton 
Eroded Tillman soils 





(Beckham, Greer and Harmon Counties) 
Brownfield 
(Beckham, Greer and Harmon Counties) 
Bottomlands Problem Area 
Lincoln 
Dale, McLain, Port, Miller, 
Norwood, Spur 
Yahola, Reinach, Canadian, Port 

















(McCu~tain, Choctaw and Bryan Counties) 
Yahola 25 

















































TABLE VIII (Continued) 
Reddish Prairies Problem Area 
~=~~bilityl Major Soils 
Class 
~~-~~~~~~~--~~-
1-4, Port, Yahola, Reinach 
5-7 
1-7 Port, Kay, Brewer 
1-7 
1-2 Pond Creek, Norge, Bethany, Kingfisher 
1-7 Lincoln 
1-2 Tabler, Renfrow 
3-4 
1-7 Lela, Roebuck, Miller 
1-4 Fairview, Rusk 
5-7 















































































TABLE VIII (Continued) 
















Major Soils Tests 
Totals 4165 
Pond Creek 11 
(Alfalfa, Grant, Garfield and Woods 
Counties) 
Grant 79 
(Alfalfa, Grant, Garfield and Woods 
Counties) 
Bethany 20 
(Canadian, Cleveland, Noble, Kingfisher, 
Logan, Oklap.oma, Grant, Kay and Gar-
field Coup.ties) 
Nash 20 
(Alfalfa, Grant, Garfield and Woods 
Counties) 
Dill 50 
(Washita and Beckham Counties) 
Tabler 55 
(Grant, Kay and Garfield Counties) 
Kirkland 191 
(Grant, Kay and Garfield Counties; 
Canadian, Cleveland, Kingfisher, 
Logan, and Oklahoma Counties) 
Kirkland 170 
(Canadian, Cleveland, Grady, Kingfisher, 

















Grand Prairie Problem Area 




























TABLE VIII (Continued) 
Grand Prairie Problem Area (Continued) 
Land 
Capability Major Soils 
Class 



































Lawton, Chigley, Roff, Gilson 
Totals 
Bluestem Hills Problem Area 
Verdigris, Mason 
Newtonia 

































TABLE VIII (Continued) 
Bluestem Hills Problem Area (Continued) 
SGS Land No. 
Soil Capability Major Soils Tests Index 
Unit Class 
06 1-7 Labette 30 1.84 
20 3-4 Sogn 5 1.80 
28 5-7 
02 1-7 Summit, Woodson 31 1.39 
05 1-2 
Totals 90 1.73 
Cross Timbers Problem Area 
04 1-7 Miller 32 2.00 
08 1-4 
13 3-7 Eufaula, Derby 
09 1-7 Pulaski, Port, Gowen, Mason 214 1.86 
15 1-7 
12 1-7 Dougherty, Stidham 108 1.67 
03 3-7 Roebuck, Lela 4 1.50 





07 1-4 Stephenville, Dougherty, Stidham, 555 1.47 
70 1-4 Noble, Teller 
24 1-2 Darnell and rough sandstone lands 7 1.43 
25 3-4 
27 3-7 
07 5-7 Stephenville, Windthorst, 222 1.24 
70 5-7 eroded and shallow phases 
19 3-7 
20 1-7 Totals 1258 1.54 
Ozark Highlands Problem Area 
09 1-7 Huntington, Roane, Melvern 51 1.84 
08 1-4 
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TABLE VIII (Continued) 
Ozark Highlands Problem Area (Continued) 
SGS Land No. 
Soil Capability Major Soils Tests Inde 
Urtit Class 
X 
20 1-7 Bodine 26 1.50 
24 5-7 
25 5-7 
07 1-7 Nixa, Baxter, Ca banal 85 1.34 
01 1-4 Summit 5 1.20 
02 3-4 
17 1-2 
05 1-7 Guthrie 10 · 1.20 
' 
06 1-7 Lawrence 40 1.17 
19 3-4 
Totals 217 1.44 
Forested Coastal Plain Problem Area 
09 1-7 Ochlockonee 26 1.62 





1'9 3-7 Cuthbert 13 1.23 
20 3-'J 
06 1-7 Boswell, Kirvin, Sawyer, Susquehanna 57 1.17 
10 1-2 
11 5-7 
05 1-7 Caddo, Lufkin, Myatt 14 1.07 
01 5-7 
04 1-4 Iuka, Bibb 10 1.00 
08 1-7 
Totals 257 1.40 
07 1-7 Teller 32 1.47 
(McCurtain, Choctaw, Bryan Counties) 
105 
TABLE VIII (Continued) 
Cherokee Prairies Problem Area 
scs Land No. 
Soil Capability Major Soils Tests Index 
Unit Class 
03 1-7 Verdigris, Osage, Lightning 164. 1.86 
04 1-7 
08 1-7 
0~ 1-7 Verdigris, Cleora, Mason 109 1.80 
01 1-7 Okemah, Woodson 43 1.48 
02 1-4 
07 1-7 Bates 359 1.26 
20 3-7 
05 1-7 Parsons, Taloka, Cherokee 343 1.23 






06 1-7 Dennis, Choteau 529 1.18 
Totals 1592 l.33 
Ozark Highlands (Prairie) Problem Area 
04 1-2 Muir 4 2.00 
5-7 
02 1-7 Summit 50 1.74 
01 1-4 Woodson 20 1.50 
17 3-7 
08 1-2 Huntington 26 1.31 
09 1-7 
06 1-7 Dennis, Lawrence, Choteau 136 1.21 
20 5-7 Bodine 50 1.20 




TABLE VIII (Continued) 
Ozark Highlands (Prairie) Problem Area (Continued) 
SGS Land No. 
Sqil Capability Major Soils Tests Index 
Unit Class 
05 1-7 Parsons, Gerald 57 1.12 
Totals 477 1.27 
Ouachita Highlands Problem Area 
(Arkansas Valley, Boston Mts. and Ouachita Mts.) 
03 1-2 Atkins 5 2.00 
5-7 
0~ 1-7 Pope 64 1.33 
08 1-7 Philo 87 1.22 
04 1-4 
07 1-7 Linker, Cleburne, Waynesboro 280 1.22 
20 3-7 
06 1-7 Conway, Enders, Tyler 102 1.19 
19 3-7 
05 1-7 Parsons, Taloka, Le Flore 49 1.06 
12 3-7 Dougherty, Stidham, Teller 24 1.04 
70 .1-7 
25 3-7 Hector, Pottsville 15 LOO 
27 3-7 































ACIDITY INDICES OF OKLAHOMA PROBLEM AREA SOIL UNITS 
High Plains Problem Area 
Land 




























Richfield, Pullman, Zita 
Spur 
Dalhart, Vona, Tivoli 
Mansker, Potter, Regnier 
Dalhart, Berthoud 
Ttftals 
Rolling Red Plains Problem Area 
Spur 
Lincoln 
Port, Yahola, Spur, Sweetwater 
Vernon, rough brokenland-Vernon, 
Harmon 
Quinlan..:woodward complex 
Abilene, St. Paul, Carwile, Lawton 
Norwood, Port 
Pratt, Brownfield 







































TABLE IX (Continued) 
Rolling Red Plains Problem Area (Continued) 
scs Land No. 
soil Capability Major Soils Tests Inde X 
Unit Class 
07 1-2 Woodward, Miles, Farnum, Enterprise 215 2.77 
70 1-7 
07 5-7 
07 1-2 Dill, Carey, Enterprise, Tipton 102 2.76 
01 3-4 Tillman 162 2.75 
05 3-4 
01 1-2 Foard, Hollister, Tillman, Lebos 130 2.72 
05 1-2 
ol 5-7 Eroded Tillman soils 8 2.25 
05 5-7 
Totals 1417 2.83 
12 1-7 Brownfield 28 2.95 
(Beckham, Greer and Harmon Counties) 
07;70 3-4;1-7 Miles 24 2.93 
(Beckham, Greer and Harmon Counties) 
Bottomlands Problem Area 
15 1-7 Lincoln .33 2.76 
04 1-7 Dale, McLain, Port, Miller, Norwood, 251 2.72 
08 1-7 Spur 
03 1-7 Pledger, Lela, Perry 30 2.67 
09 1-7 Yahola, Reinach, Canadian, Port 357 2.55 
Totals 671 ~.63 
04 1-7 Miller .30 2.93 
(McCurtain, Chocta-w and Bryan Counties) 
09 1-7 Yahola 25 2484 
(McCurtain, Choctaw and Bryan Counties) 
Grand Prairie Problem Area 




TABLE IX (Continued) 
Grand Prairie Problem Area (Continued) 
SGS Land No. 
~oil Capability Major Soils Tests Index 
Unit Class 
02 1-7 Denton, San Saba 304 2.63 
01 1-7 
03 1-7 Kaufman, Trinity, Navasota, Bell 27 2.62 




06 1-7 Durant 205 2.21 
05 1-7 Wilson, Irving 36 2.11 
07 1-7 Choctaw, Newtonia 99 2.06 
Totals 1008 2.49 
Cross Timbers Problem Area 
04 1-7 Miller 32 2.65 
08 1-4 
i09 1-4 Pulaski, Port, Gowen, Mason 214 2.65 
:09 5-7 
15 1-7 
13 3-7 Eufaula, Derby 21 2.47 
12 1-7 Dougherty, Stidham 108 2.46 
03 3-7 Roebuck, Lela 4 2.25 
07 5-7 Stephenville, Windthorst 222 2.22 
70 5-7 Eroded and shallow phases 
'19 3-7 
20 1-7 
07 1-4 Stephenville, Doutherty, Stidham, 555 2.19 
70 1-4 Noble, Teller 
06 1 .. 7 Nimrod, Windthorst, Parsons 95 2.17 
60 3-4 
. 05 1-7 
. 01 1-7 
02 3-7 
110 
TABLE IX (Continued) 
Cross Timbers Problem Area (Continued) 
scs Land No. 
Soil Capability Ma,i or Soils Tests Inde X 
Unit Class 
24 1-2 Darnell and rough sandstone,; l!;H'lds 7 2.00 
25 .3-4 
27 .3-7 
Totals 1258 2.32 
Reddish Prairies Problem Area 
1.3 3-7 Derby, Tivoli 4 3.00 
15 1-7 Lincoln 35 2.78 
01 1-2 Tabler, Renfrow 85 2.76 
01 3-4 
24 3-7 Vernon, Lucien 45 2.69 
25 1-7 
i 
2.68 04 1-7 Port, Kay, Brewer 474 
08 1-7 
16 3-4 Stamford 3.3 2.67 
17 3-4 
.19 3-7 
09 1-4 Port, Yahola, Reinach 616 2.64 
09 5-7 
12 1-7 Pratt, Cobb, Dougherty 93 2.58 
03 1-7 Lela, Roebuck, Miller 28 2.57 
02 1-4 Fairview, Rusk 53 2.47 
02 5-7 
20 1-4 Lucien, Nash 100 2.42 
20 5-7 
07 3-7 Grant, Cobb, Teller, Minco 882 2.23 
; 70 3-7 
06 1-2 Pond Creek, Norge, Bethany, Kingfisher 160 2.20 
07 1-2 Grant, Chickasha, Vaness, Minco, Teller 495 2.18 
70 1-2 
TABLE IX (Continued) 











































(Alfalfa, Grant, Garfield and Woods 
Counties) 
Dill 







(Alfalfa, Grant, Garfield and Woods 
Counties) 
Kirkland 170 
(Canadian, Cleveland, Grady, Kingfisher, 
Logan, Oklahoma, Pawnee, Payne and 
Noble Counties) 
Kirkland 191 
(Grant, Kay and Garfield Counties; 
Canadian, Cleveland, Kingfisher, Logan, 
Oklahoma and Grant Counties) 
Bethany 20 
(Canadian, Cleveland, Kingfisher, Logan, 
Oklahoma, Grant, Kay, Garfield and 
Noble Counties) 
Pond Creek 11 
(Alfalfa, Grant, Garfield and Woods 
Counties) 
Tabler 55 










































TABLE IX (Continued) 
Granitic Soils Problem Area 
Land 


























Lawton, Chigley, Roff, Gilson 
Totals 
Forested Coastal Plain Problem Area 
Ochlockonee 
Bowie, Ruston, Norfolk 
Iuka, Bibb 
Cuthbert 
Boswell, Kirvin, Sawyer, Susquehanna 





















(McCurtain, Choctaw and Bryan Counties) 























TABLE IX (Continued) 
Bluestem Hills Problem Area (Continued) 
SGS Land No. 
I 
Soil Capability Major Soils Tests Index 
Unit Class 
20 3-4 Sogn 5 2.00 
28 5-7 
06 1-7 Labette JO 1.83 
03 1-4 Osage, Muir, Verdigris 11 1.47 
04 1-4 
08 1-2 Verdigris, Mason 9 1.22 
09 1-2 
Totals 90 1.84 
Ozark Highlands Problem Area 
05 1-7 Guthrie 10 2.10 
08 1-4 Huntington, Roane, Melvern 51 1.94 
09 1-7 
01 1-4 Summit 5 1.80 
02 3-4 
17 1-2 
06 1-7 Lawrence 40 1.72 
19 3-4 
07 1-7 Nixa, Baxter, Ca banal 85 1.66 
20 1-7 Bodine 26 1.65 
24 5-7 
25 5-7 
Totals 217 1.76 
Ouachita Highlands Problem Area 
(Arkansas Valley, Boston Mts. and Ouachita Mts.) 
07 1-7 Linker, Cleburne, Waynesboro 280 1.82 
20 3-7 
12 3-7 Dougherty, Stidham, Teller 24 1.79 
70 1-7 
09 1-7 Pope 64 1.75 
114 
TABLE IX (Continued) 
Ouachita Highlands Problem Area (Continued) 
i 
SGS Land No. 
son Capability Major Soils Tests Index 
Unit Class 
08 1-7 Philo 87 1.71 
04 1-4 




25 3-7 Hector, Pottsville 15 1.60 
27 3-7 
03 1-2 Atkins 5 1.40 
03 5-7 
05 1-7 Parsons, Taloka, Le Flore 49 1.32 
Totals 626 1.73 
Cherokee Prairies Problem Area 
09 1-7 Verdigris, Cleora, Mason 109 2.25 
OJ 1-7 Verdigris, Osage, Lightning 164 2.10 
04 1-7 
08 1-7 
01 1-7 Okemah, Woodson 43 1.98 
02 1-4 






05 1-7 Parsons, Taloka, Cherokee 343 1.68 
07 1-7 Bates 359 1.57 
20 3-7 
06 1-7 Dennis, Choteau 529 1.55 
Totals 1592 1.70 
115 
TABLE IX (Continued) 
Ozark Highlands (Prairie) Problem Area 
SGS Land No. 
Soil Capability Major Soils Tests Index 
Unit Class 
02 1-7 Summit 50 2.34 
01 1-4 Woodson 20 2.10 
17 3-7 
04 1-2 Muir I., 1. 75 
04 5-7 
07 1-7 Newtonia, Craig, Cabanal, Riverton 134 1.67 
19 3-7 
25 5-7 
08 1-2 Huntington 26 1.62 
09 1-7 
20 5-7 Bodine 50 l. 58 
05 1-7 Parsons, Gerald 57 1.46 
06 1-7 Dennis, Lawrence, Choteau 136 1.43 




L E G E N D 
AREA DESCRIPTION BY TYPE-OF-FARMING 
AREA 1 
1. Cash grain and livestock. 
lA. Largely range livestock. 
AREA 2 
2. Somewhat broken topography-some small grains, 
feed crops, livestock. 
2A. Cash wheat primarily. 
2B. Cash wheat primarily. 
2C. Sandy area, general farming. 
AREA 3 
3, Cash grain, general farming, 
3A, A wooded area of sandy soil, general farming, 
some cotton produced on this strip. 
AREA 4 
4. Range livestock-some general farming. 
AREA 5 
5. General farming, livestock, dairy, poultry, and 
self-sufficing. " 
AREA 6 
6. Cash grain, general farming, cotton, livestock. 
6A. Rough, sandy area, scarcely any farming, some 
range livestock.· 
6B. Wooded area, general farming, and cotton. 
AREA 7 




9, Cotton, some dairy, potatoes, commercial vege-
tables, self-sufficing. 
AREA 10 
10. Some fruit, general farming, dairy and poultry, 
self-sufficing (rough wooded land). 
AREA 11 
11. Cotton, supplemented with cash grain, livestock, 
dairy, and poultry. 
AREA 12 
12. Cotton, cash grain, livestotk, some dairy and 
poultry. 
12A. Range livestock. 
12B. Sandy, wooded section, cotton, general farming. 
AREA 13 
13, Cotton, livestock, general farming, broomcorn. 
AREA 14 
14. Cotton, self-sufficing, livestock (rough 
mountain and wooded area). 
AREA 15 
15. Range livestock, general farming, self-sufficing. 
15A, Cotton. 
AREA 16 
16. Cotton, general farming. 
8. Cotton, general farming, self-sufficing, dairy (an 
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